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Welcome to the Chanukah issue of SCOPE magazine.

With the terrible events unfolding in Israel over recent 
months, it is timely that this issue includes two articles 
written by people currently living there. Karen Yehoshua 
writes “Lifting the Screen” about her transformational 
experience studying in Israel this year before heading 
off to The Cooper Union next fall. Ron Malen’s piece, “Life 
Changes Yet Remains the Same,” depicts the atmosphere 
and day-to-day life in Israel during this difficult time of 
unrest and fear. On a lighter note, our readers will love 
“Scholar, Baseball Player, Spy – the Captivating Life of 
Moe Berg” by Dr. Arnold Breitbart. The title says it all - you 
don’t want to miss reading it! I am thrilled that Dr. Wil-
liam Helmreich has given SCOPE a sneak preview excerpt 
from his soon-to-be published book, “The Brooklyn No-
body Knows” in which he describes his experiences and 
encounters in Borough Park.  If you have an article you 
would like to submit to SCOPE I encourage you to do so! 

As always, I am grateful for the strong support of our 
SCOPE sponsors. If you enjoy reading SCOPE, please con-
sider being a sponsor for $36 an issue – or $100 for three 
issues. Our SCOPE advertisers have been loyal to our 
magazine and I encourage our readers to support their 
businesses.

Thank you very much to Executive Director, Mark Twer-
sky and Assistant Executive Director, Jimmy Frisch, who 
are such a big part of SCOPE’s success, and I also greatly 
appreciate the efforts of the office staff, Maxine Nasser, 
Paula Minsky and Susan Goldstein. I am fortunate to work 
with Rabbi Ian Lichter. His advice, suggestions, edits and 
contributions to each issue are invaluable and he spends 
many hours improving each issue. Thanks also to Rabbi 
Dale Polakoff for his strong SCOPE support.
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A Message from the Editor

Diane Rein

The most important person on this project is our wonder-
ful Art Director, Andrew Allen. He spends hours and hours 
working so hard to lay out and beautify each issue in a 
uniquely creative and artistic manner. I am very lucky to  
have such a great partner on this project!

On behalf of my husband, David, and our children, 
Alexander, Oliver and Sophia, I wish you all a very 
happy Chanukah!

Diane Rein
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A Message from our Rabbi

Rabbi Dale Polakoff

The halacha that tells us that the ideal location for the 
menorah is about 40 inches off of the ground (10 tefachim, 
see the Laws of Chanukah elsewhere in SCOPE). However, 
as long as the menorah is lit at a height of less than 30 
feet (20 amot) the mitzvah has still been fulfilled. Higher 
than 30 feet, the mitzvah has not been fulfilled.

The Gemara tells us that the reason for the 30 feet limita-
tion is that anything above 30 feet is not easily seen by 
a person. This doesn’t mean that something higher than 
30 feet can’t be seen, it is simply telling us that up to 30 
feet something is more easily seen and considered within 
a person’s normal field of vision.

The author of this statement in the Gemara is Rabbi Ka-
hana. The Gemara there brings another statement by him, 
namely that the pit into which Yosef’s brothers threw 
him was filled with snakes and scorpions. The brothers 
though did not realize that because the pit was deeper 
than 30 feet and accordingly the snakes and scorpions at 
the bottom were out of their normal field of vision.

At first glance, the two statements of Rabbi Kahana are 
connected by their obvious similarity. There is though a 
deeper connection between these two statements.

The Mishna tells us that when we come across a place 
where a miracle was performed we are obligated to make 
a blessing. The Meshech Chochmah explains that this ob-
ligation only applies to a miracle that was clearly beyond 
the scope of nature. A miracle that occurs through nature 
does not warrant a blessing. One can see this, he says, 
through the actions of Yosef. After Yosef and his brothers 

return from burying their father, the brothers fear that 
Yosef is going to seek revenge. What causes this fear 
was not only the death of their father but also the stark 
reminder of their transgression as Yosef, on his return 
home, stopped at the pit from which he was saved and 
made a blessing acknowledging God’s miracle. The fact 
that Yosef made a blessing only now but not on his rise 
to power in Egypt confirms that the blessing is only said 
when the miracle occurs in a way that goes beyond what 
we consider “natural.”

This can be explained by acknowledging the ease with 
which one recognizes miracles that occur outside of na-
ture, as compared to the difficulty in seeing God’s hand 
within the natural world. Chanukah was a time of two 
miracles, the miraculous burning of the oil and the mi-
raculous victory of the Maccabees over the Syrian Greeks. 
The miracle of the oil was a miracle that occurred outside 
of the scope of nature whereas the miracle of the mili-
tary victory could be explained through natural events. 
Accordingly although we acknowledge the miracle of the 
victory in our prayers, the bracha of a miracle was estab-
lished over the oil. When it came to the oil the miracle was 
easy to see.

The halacha therefore requires that the menorah be 
placed at a height which is “easy to see,” just as the mir-
acle itself was easy to see.

With our emphasis on seeing miracles during this holiday 
of Chanukah may we become sensitive to all of the mira-
cles of our lives, both those which are easy to see as well 
as those which require more thought and perspective.

Ellen and I wish you and your family a holiday filled with 
light, happiness and miracles.

Rabbi Dale Polakoff
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A Message from our

Assistant Rabbi
Rabbi Ian Lichter

The Ramban writes, “The Chashmonaim that ruled in the 
second Temple were extremely pious, and without them the 
Torah and the mitzvos would have been forgotten. Even so, 
they were punished greatly for taking the position of king 
for themselves despite not being from the Tribe of Yehuda. 
For the four pious sons of the elder Chashmonai who ruled 
one after the other, despite all of their might and success, 
fell by sword by the hand of their enemies, with the punish-
ment going so far that our sages, of blessed memory, said 
(Bava Basra 3b) whomever claims to be from the family of 
the Chashmonaim is a servant, for all of them were cut down 
because of this sin.”

Being that there is a prohibition for anyone who is not a 
descendant of Yehuda to be the king of Israel, how could the 
Chashmonaim, who fought and risked their lives so that the 
Jewish people could still keep the Torah, violate one of its 
prohibitions?  What were the Chashmonaim thinking when 
they took on the role of ruler in addition to being the High 
Priests? 

The Maharsha (Brachos 28a) compares the Chashmonaim be-
coming the rulers with Rabbi Elazar ben Azarya taking over 
the political leadership from Raban Gamliel, as the former 
was a Kohain and the latter was from the Tribe of Yehuda. 
How could the sages have appointed a Kohain to a position 
reserved for a descendant of Yehuda?

A similar question can be asked about Shaul, who was from 
the Tribe of Binyamin, being anointed as the first king of Is-
rael. Ramban says that G-d specifically chose someone who 
was not from the Tribe of Yehuda, because He was unhappy 
with the nation’s request for a king, and didn’t want this 
king - who only became king because of that request - to 
come from the Tribe that the ruler was supposed to come 
from and would always come from. Since the appointment 
of Shaul was only a temporary one, it did not contradict that 
status. The same could be applied to Rabbi Elazar ben Az-
arya; his appointment was never meant to be a permanent 

one, only a temporary measure until the issues with Raban 
Gamliel were resolved. Once they were, he was reinstated.
Based on this, it would seem that it would not have been a 
problem if the Chashmonaim had only taken control of the 
political leadership temporarily, until they cleaned up the 
mess created by the Hellenistic leaders.

Rabbi Aharon Hyman argues that during the period of the 
Second Temple there were two different positions referred 
to as the Kohain Gadol, one was the political leader and the 
other was the religious leader. The religious leader served in 
the Temple, while the political leader answered to the ruler 
of the empire that controlled Israel. Fearing that a true po-
litical leader might eventually rebel, the king of the Persian 
Empire couched the leadership position of his puppet ruler in 
the form of being a religious leader, with this position being 
referred to as the “High Priest.” This system was continued by 
the Greeks, including Antiochus, so that there were Kohanim 
(or primarily Kohanim, as a non-Kohain could “purchase” this 
leadership position from a greedy ruler) who were the political 
leaders in Israel, while other Kohanim served in the Temple.

This arrangement explains many things, including how Mati-
syahu, as well as his father Yochanan, could be referred to as 
Kohain Gadol while other Hellenists were taking turns being 
the High Priest. It also explains how the seal of the Kohain 
Gadol on the jug of oil found when the Temple was purified 
had religious significance if the High Priest was a Hellenist; 
this seal was from the religious leader, the Kohain Gadol, not 
the political leader, the High Priest. In addition, it explains 
how everyone knew that some of the Hellenistic High Priests 
had pillaged the Temple’s treasuries in order to pay for their 
position; the political leader did not have access to the Tem-
ple, and could not raid it quietly. 

More relevant to our discussion, it means that the concept 
of a Kohain being the political leader was not instituted by 
the Chashmonaim. Rather, it was the political situation that 
existed for a very long time, and was only continued by the 
Chashmonaim when they consolidated the two positions. 
Combining these aspects together, the picture that emerges 
is not one of power-hungry priests who violated the Biblical 
prohibition against anyone other than a descendant of Ye-
huda ruling over Israel. The status quo had been one where 
Kohanim were the political leaders, and the mess the Hel-
lenistic High Priests had made necessitated taking over that 
position temporarily in order to clean it up. Had the Chash-
monaim relinquished that leadership, or at least shared it 
with someone from the Tribe of Yehuda after things had 
been successfully straightened out, there would have been 
no problem. It was only because they never relinquished 
their position that they were punished. Rather than Chanu-
kah celebrating miracles and a victory that was tainted by 
an improper power-grab, we are celebrating a wondrous, mi-
raculous victory that saved our religion. The “tainted” part 
didn’t happen until much later, when what should have been 
a temporary situation was being made permanent. 

Katie and I wish the entire community a joyful, spirited and 
happy Chanukah!
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President’s Message

Dr. Hal Chadow

The end of Kislev has been an auspicious time for the Jewish 
people, long before the miracle of Chanukah ever occurred.  
For example, we are told that the Mishkan was completed 
on the 25th of Kislev. In addition, the foundation for the sec-
ond Beit Hamikdash was laid on the 24th of Kislev, while the 
rededication of the second Temple by the Chasmonaim ulti-
mately took place on the 25th of Kislev. Therefore, it would 
seem that Chanukah somehow incorporates the idea of dedi-
cating a ‘House of G-d,’ a physical structure that is filled with 
His presence.  Even the name of the holiday - Chanukah - 
captures the essence of dedicating a physical structure for 
the service of Hashem. Similarly, it is a Jewish tradition to in-
fuse a new home with blessings, warmth and holiness with 
a ‘Chanukat Habayit.’  

A shul is also likewise called a ‘Mikdash Me’at’ a small Tem-
ple, the essence of which is the presence of Hashem. In fact, 
the Gemara in Megilah relates that G-d will dwell in the holy 
spaces we create, for they are miniature Temples.  This is 
what transforms buildings of bricks into a place imbued with 
holiness.  We are extremely fortunate that the light of Torah 
shines brightly at Great Neck Synagogue with multiple daily 
classes given by our Rabbis to meet the needs of such a 
diverse congregation; where the congregation and the Great 
Neck community come together for Shabbat Dinner to hear 
national and international thought leaders who expound on 
many topics facing the Jewish community today; where the 
congregation makes sure that the needs of the congregants 
and the community are met, especially during times of dif-
ficulty, or when a member of the shul or a someone from an-
other community synagogue needs our communal prayer; a 
synagogue with a vivacious youth program led by energetic 
professionals and lay leaders;  and most of all a charitable 
congregation that constantly works to meet the needs of 
those less fortunate.  GNS exemplifies all of these qualities 

and is therefore worthy of being called a ‘Mikdash Me’at.’

Yet, the Gemara clearly states that Chazal established this 
holiday to commemorate the nes pach ha’shemen, the mir-
acle that a small flask of oil burned brightly for eight days. 
We reconcile this difference by recognizing that although 
the Shechinah did not rest in the second Temple as it did in 
the Mishkan and the first Temple, the Chashmonaim fought 
valiantly to defeat the Greeks, and dedicated themselves to 
purifying the desecrated Temple.  The nes pach ha’shemen 
was the sign from Hashem that He had indeed accepted their 
painstaking efforts to purify the holy Temple, and that He 
was returning once again to the Beit Hamikdash.  It can be 
said that as a result of the Chashmonaim’s passion, devo-
tion, and commitment, they were successful in bringing the 
Shechinah back on an intensity level previously unknown in 
the second Temple.

This year’s dinner honorees, Sharon and Eddie Mazur, Diane 
and David Rein, and our Boneh Ha’bayit Jordan Wolf exempli-
fy these very characteristics that embodied the Chasmonaim 
and brought about a new era in the second Beit Hamikdash 
that resulted in a new, close relationship between Hashem 
and the Jewish people.  Our honorees constantly rise to any 
challenge, willing to tackle any task with genuine passion 
and devotion, and ultimately set an example for all of us to 
follow. They are all truly deserving of this honor. I would also 
like to thank our Dinner Co-Chairs Dina Hamerman and Aaron 
Wallenstein, Journal Co-Chairs Cindy Liebmann and Michelle 
Wolf, Invitation Co-Chairs Vivian Kron and Sharon Goldwyn 
and Raffle Co-Chairs Pia and Michael Shlomo and Amy and 
Marc Kalter, as well as the entire dinner committee for all of 
their hard work in planning an event befitting our honorees. 

Debbie and I, together with our entire family look forward to 
celebrating with all of you as we pay tribute to our honorees 
at our 64th Annual Journal Dinner, and wish you and your 
family a Happy Chanukah!

Dr. Hal Chadow
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A Message from our

Yoetzet Halacha
Lisa Septimus

Women lighting Chanukah candles…Is it playing with fire?

There is a discussion about how to light Chanukah candles in 
Masechet Shabbat 21b. The basic requirement of the mitzvah 
is that each household lights one candle for each of the eight 
nights.  The mehadrin, those who beautify (or chase after) mitz-
vot, have each member of the household light one candle.  The 
mehadrin min hamehadrin - the uber-mitzva-beautifiers (or 
uber-mitzva-chasers) - light one candle the first night and add 
another candle each night (according to the view of Beit Hillel).  
Medieval commentators and halakhic authorities dispute the Ge-
mara’s intent in describing the mehadrin min hamehadrin. Rav 
Yosef Karo, the author of the Shulchan Aruch, rules (Orach Chaim 
671:2) that this highest level performance of the mitzvah entails 
a single family member lighting for the entire household - one 
candle the first day, two the second, and so on.  However, the 
Rema rules that every household member must have his or her 
own menorah and light one candle the first day, two the second, 
and so on. 

Practically speaking, in most Sephardic homes (where Rav Yo-
sef Karo is the ultimate authority) the head of the household 
lights for everyone; whereas in Ashkenazic homes (where the 
Rama’s rulings take precedence over those of Rav Yosef Karo), 
each family member lights his or her own Chanukiah.  It might 
then seem curious that in many Ashkenazic homes women do 
not light.   However, the reason is clear: the Mishnah Berurah 
rules (Orach Chaim 671:9) that a married woman can fulfill her 
mitzvah through her husband’s performance.  Following the Pri 
Megadim, he applies the Gemara’s concept of ishto k’gufo , the 
concept of a wife being seen as an extension of her husband, 
(see, for example, Berachot 24a and Bechorot 35b).  Interestingly, 
this principle is applied in the Gemara to situations of personal 
status (can one spouse fulfill a vow made by the other?).  The 
application of the principle to apply to fulfillment of mitzvot rep-
resents a step beyond the Gemara’s use of the principle.  

The extension of this principle by the Mishnah Berurah should 
motivate us to examine the significance of the application of 
ishto k’gufo, not only to the performance of mitzvot but more 
broadly as well.  As women, should we embrace the moments 
of our own personal obligations?  (When it comes to Chanukah 
candles the Gemara states quite clearly that women are obli-
gated; the question here is simply whether a married woman 
fulfills her obligation through her husband.)  Should we be find-

ing our own individual paths toward fulfillment in life?  Or does 
such seeking threaten the ultimate bond between husband and 
wife - the bond expressed in principles like that of ishto k’gufo?

When people unite for any type of goal, a certain level of person-
al autonomy is always sacrificed.  The group must find and em-
phasize commonalities and formulate a vision based on those 
common goals.  In the case of the ideal marriage, a couple works 
toward formulating a shared set of values that they communi-
cate, with much help from God, to their children.  When couples 
differ over any number of those values, compromise sometimes 
requires the sacrifice of one’s individual inclinations for the 
greater good of the family.   Nevertheless, as in any true collabo-
ration, each member of a couple should be seen as an individual. 
Each distinct personality must be celebrated.  The strengths of 
each member must have room to flourish.  And the dreams and 
interests of each individual should be recognized.  Not just be-
cause every human being deserves this, but because the part-
nership, the family unit, and the marriage benefit from it.  

The concept of pirsumei nisa applies not only to the lighting of 
Chanukah candles but also to the reading of Megillah and to the 
four cups of wine on the seder night as well.  With regard to all 
of those mitzvot, not only are men obligated but so are women 
and children.  Pirsumei Nisa is about increasing and “publicizing” 
the miracle by having everyone in the community participate 
in the mitzvah.  In order for the miracle to be experienced to 
the fullest, every person - man, woman, and child - must be a 
part of it.   This is partially because for any partnership to flour-
ish, alongside the development of a united voice, the individual 
voices must be preserved and appreciated.  Even women who 
choose to follow the simple reading of the Mishnah Berurah and 
to fulfill their mitzvah through the principle of ishto k’gufo must 
not forget that they too are obligated in the mitzvah.   That for 
some the mitzvah is fulfilled most ideally when husband and 
wife fulfill the mitzvah as a unit cannot negate each individual’s 
obligation.  And regardless of whether in a given scenario hus-
band and wife function separately or as a unit, both are impor-
tant.   A couple thrives when two thriving individuals are able to 
thrive additionally as a combined unit. 

I came across a blog recently written in TheYeshivaWorld.com, 
claiming that, in the last years of her life, Rebbetzin Kanievsky 
began lighting her own Chanuka candles.  She lit the Chanuki-
yah that has been in her husband’s family for many years, since 
her husband now uses one that was given to him as a gift. Rav 
Kaneivsky, now lighting a new Chanukiyah, didn’t want to give 
up lighting his family heirloom, so his wife did it for him.  What 
a fascinating and inspiring application of ishto k’gufo.  She per-
formed the mitzvah on her own rather than through her hus-
band, and yet through that act they were united as couple - 
helping each other fulfill the mitzvah in the most ideal fashion.  
Every human being is created in God’s image.  And every human 
being - man or woman - realizes that image partially through 
self fulfillment, through taking his or her God-given talents 
and maximizing them as an individual.  When each member of 
a couple finds individual self-fulfillment, they are then better 
positioned to thrive as extensions of one another.

Chanukah Sameach!

Lisa Septimus
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH 

TO THE FOLLOWING SCOPE SPONSORS 

FOR THEIR STRONG & CONTINUED SUPPORT

We encourage our readers to be SCOPE sponsors. 
If you would like your name to be listed on this page in our next issue of SCOPE, 

please contact Mark Twersky in the Synagogue office (516) 487-6100.
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Rosh Hashanah2014
Tishrei5775

The Secret of One of the World’s Most Famous Logos
By Rabbi Marvin Tokayer and Dr. Ellen Rodman

Israel Today, Living the Crisis
By Dr. Ronald Malen

From 1900 to 2014 - Family Trip to Kupiskis, Lithuania to Find Our Roots
By Leslie Kahn and Michelle Berman
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Mazel tov to our Simchat Torah honorees!

Chatan Torah: Aryeh Family
Chatan Breishit: Eliot Heisler

Chatan Maftir: Asher Abehsera

Debbie & Robert Hollander in memory of her mother, 
Judith Sokol z”l and her sister Sharon Sokol Heisler z”l

Jacqueline Hott in memory of her husband, Dr. Louis R. Hott z”l

Irene & Leslie Kahn

Louise & Leonard Kahn

Carol & Jeffrey Kaufman

Tami & Greg Kramer

Sam Levitt in memory of Dr. Geraldine L. Levitt z”l 
and Dr. Deborah Levitt Ron z”l

Judy & Richard Lillien and Family

Nechama & Billy Liss-Levinson in memory of their parents 
Gertrude & Morris Joseph Liss z”l and Aaron Levinson z”l

Michal & Ron Malen

Susan Mayer, children & grandchildren in memory of Steven M. Mayer z”l, 
devoted husband, father & grandfather

Ruth & Milton Mitzner

Dina & Jon Ohebshalom

Diane & David Rein in memory of her mother Helene M. Fink z”l

Michelle & Norman Rutta

Pia & Michael Shlomo

Florin & Howard Silberstein

Flori Silverstein

Shoshana & Martin Sokol

Karen & Robert Spitalnick

Alan & Orly Steinberg in honor of SCOPE’s editor, Diane Rein

Pamela & Baruch Toledano

Jeanne Walfish & Charles Stein in memory of 
her sister Freda Fell z”l

Ellie & David Werber

Michelle & Howie Wolf in memory of their parents, 
Ruth & Philip Berman z”l and Carrie & Julius Wolf z”l
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Kislev5774

Interview with Ambassador Yehuda Avner
By Sophia Rein

Time Travel with Our Grandchildren
By Henry Katz

Thanks & Giving
By Nechama Liss-Levinson

Why is Chanukah Eight Days?
By Stanley H. Fischer

The New European Anti-Semitism:

A Growing Threat
By Carol Buckmann
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Nisan5773

Assassination in Gaza!
By Rabbi Sholom Jensen

Interview of Chief Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks
 By Oliver Rein

Alan Veingrad - The Chosen One
By Alexander Rein

Passover Poems
By Dr. Mark Gersten

GNS2013
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Experts in
Snoring and Sleep Apnea Treatments

Open Sunday Through Friday

•GeneralDentistry
•Orthodontics

•CosmeticReconstructiveDentistry
•CompleteSmileRejuvenation

•ImplantSurgeryandReconstruction
•Patented"WhiteningForLIfe"Program

•VelscopeOralCancerDetection
•EnvisionASmileDigitalImaging

•SoftTissueLaserDentistry
•PediatricDentistry

•3DDigitalCTScanner

WrittenUpinNYTimes,BestDentistsinAmerica,
Who’sWhoandtheQueensCourier

ListedinNewYorkMagazine-BestDoctorsIssue

Dr. Scott Danoff
University of Pennsylvania School of Dental Medicine
Postgraduate Prosthodontic Degree
Chief of Prosthodontics at LIJ Hospital
Fellow of the International Academy for Dental Facial Esthetics

Dr. Laura Danoff
University of Pennsylvania School of Dental Medicine
Diplomate of the American Board of Orthodontics
Premier Provider of Invisalign - Top 5% of All Invisalign Providers
Awarded Top 25 Women in Dentistry in U.S.-2013

Dr. Kate Danoff Geft
New York University College of Dentistry
Residency at North Shore University Hospital
Chief Resident at LIJ Dental
Fourth Generation Dentist

Dr. Jaclyn Danoff Rudick
Case Western Reserve School of Dental Medicine
Residency at North Shore University Hospital
Fourth Generation Dentist

Wenowparticipatewith:
AETNA
CIGNA
Delta
MetLife
Assurant
Ameritas
Guardian
UnitedConcordia
Unicare
PrincipalFinancialGroup
DDSinc.
UnitedHealthcare
PatriotFamilyDentalPlan
Ameriplan

Snoring and Sleep Apnea Center
of Queens and Nassau

www.44snore.com
844-44snore

(clockwise) Dr. Laura Danoff, Dr. Scott Danoff, 
Dr. Jaclyn Danoff Rudick & Dr. Kate Danoff Geft 
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Marc Aurel Stein and the 
Forgotten Caves

By Rabbi Marvin Tokayer 
and Ellen Rodman, Ph.D.

(excerpt from Pepper, Silk & Ivory: 
Amazing Stories about Jews 

and the Far East, published in 2014)

To some, Sir Marc Aurel Stein (1862-1943) was a hero; to 
others, he was a thief.  Born in Budapest, Hungary, to Na-
than and Anna Stein, he was named after Marcus Aurelius 
and was known as Aurel.   Anna’s brother was Dr. Profes-
sor Ignaz Hirschler, president of the Jewish community of 
Hungary, a member of the upper house of the government 
(representing the Jews of Hungary), a well-known eye 
surgeon and guardian of the family.  Aurel was born prior 
to Jews receiving political and civil rights, so he and his 
brother were baptized in order to gain those rights, a rela-
tively common practice at the time.  His parents, never-
theless, remained mindful Jews, educating Aurel’s sister 
in what they viewed as the Jewish tradition: girls were to 
marry, care for the home and maintain Jewish traditions.  
Many years later, when the Nazis came to power, Aurel, 
who was in India at the time, recognized that despite 
their baptisms, his entire family were Hungarian Jews ac-
cording to the Nazis. Thus, he helped his family and other 
Jews find safety outside of Nazi territory in Europe. 

Educated in Budapest, Vienna, Leipzig, Tubingen and Lon-
don, Aurel was fluent in Hungarian, Greek, Latin, French, 
German, English, Farsi and Sanskrit.  He attended the Uni-
versity of Vienna where he studied philology and Sanskrit.  
At age twenty, after earning his doctorate degree in 1883, 
he continued his studies in England, becoming a British 
subject in 1904.  He returned to Hungary for his military 
service and, fortunately, he received training in geogra-
phy and surveying.  He then returned to England where 
he studied at the British Museum.  His first positions were 
in India as principal of the Oriental College in Lahore and 
registrar of Punjab University.  Despite having been bap-
tized as a child and his major achievements as an adult - 
including being knighted in June 1912 and having received 
honorary degrees from Oxford and Cambridge - it is sad, 
indeed, that as a Jew Stein never was offered a position 
at a prestigious university in Europe. 

Stein was a scholar, philologist, archeologist, explorer, 
geographer and cartographer.   A five-foot-four sharply-
dressed bachelor, he was such an intellectual heavy-
weight that his two best friends were Alexander the 
Great and Xuanzang, the famous Chinese Buddhist monk 
of the seventh century whose detailed diary led to amaz-
ing discoveries by archeologists and other researchers 
more than twelve hundred years later.   Stein followed in 
the footsteps of his two “friends,” starting with his first 
expedition in 1900 when, like Xuanzang, who journeyed 
along the Silk Road for sixteen years beginning in 629 
CE, he set off from Kashmir into the Taklamakan desert 
(taklamakan means “one who enters will die and never 
leave”) and also kept a detailed diary and wrote many 
books and academic articles about his explorations and 
what he found.  In 1926 Stein walked Alexander the Great’s 
route.   Since Tibetan medicine is based on ancient Greek 
medicine, Stein wondered whether Alexander the Great 
reached Tibet, so he decided to find out for himself.  Stein 
owned seven dogs, all named Dash, and he traveled with 
one of them on every expedition.
  
A man with remarkable physical stamina, Stein led four 
expeditions to Central Asia traveling more than twenty-
five thousand miles: a two-year expedition from 1900 to 
1902, a second expedition from 1906 to 1908, a third ex-
pedition from 1913 to 1916, and a fourth expedition in 1930.  
The expeditions were grueling, and Stein endured freez-
ing temperatures, dangerous mountains, blinding sand-
storms, polluted and scarce food and water, debilitating 
sickness, wild animals, weapon-carrying bandits and in-
adequate shelters.  He had to breathe through the sleeve 
of his fur coat to warm the air, carry weighty water with 
him to stay hydrated and suffered the loss of some of his 
toes as a result of frostbite. In 1903 Stein’s book about 
his first expedition, Sand Buried Ruins of Ancient Khotan, 
was published, followed by his book titled Ancient Khotan.

In early 1901, when Stein was excavating among the 
dunes at the edge of the Taklamakan desert in Dandan 
Uiliq, about seventy miles northeast of the Khotan oasis, 
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he unearthed a rich mix of traditions of East, West and 
South. Where the human eye saw barren land, Stein found 
mummies; Buddhist art and sculptures; two-thousand-
year-old coins from the Han dynasty; the earliest Indian 
manuscripts found anywhere; a simple guitar; rugs with 
elaborate Chinese and Persian designs; manuscripts, 
some (not written on paper) from the first century; and 
others (from the second century) written on paper, wood, 
leather and other materials in languages such as San-
skrit, Chinese, Tibetan, local languages and unknown lost 
languages.  Stein even found a mousetrap among what 
others saw as simply garbage. 

Most important, Stein found a manuscript that dates to 
the early eighth century.  The oldest Hebrew document on 
paper, rather than parchment, it is written with Hebrew 
characters, but the language is Judeo-Persian and is the 
oldest example of ancient Farsi.  It describes the possibly 
fraudulent sale of sheep.  We know that the Chinese in-
vented paper in the year 105 at the beginning of the sec-
ond century and were writing on paper for centuries be-
fore the word paper was known in Europe and the Middle 
East.   Imagine that the oldest Hebrew document on paper 
was not found in Warsaw, Frankfurt, Vilna, Jerusalem or 
Baghdad, but rather it was found in Dandan Uiliq on the 
Silk Road in far western China near Tibet!   

Stein wrote that he could not open the document, which 
is sixteen inches long and four to eight inches wide, but 
he saw the Hebrew letters.  It was opened in London, has 
thirty-seven lines, is dated around the year 718 CE and is 
labeled a “mutilated Persian document in Hebrew, the old-
est Persian document found and the oldest Hebrew docu-
ment written on paper.” The discovery of this document in 
Hebrew confirmed that Jewish merchant pioneers known 
as Radanites played a prominent role on the Silk Road.   
Although this document revealed so much important his-
tory, its discovery received very little attention.  

Sadly, no one has written an adequate translation of this 
ancient document, although while I was living in Tokyo, 
the three-volume classic study of the Chinese Jews writ-
ten by Bishop William Charles White was reprinted as one 

very thick book, and that’s where I first learned about this 
amazing piece of paper with Hebrew writing.  In the 1980s 
I went to London to see this special document, which now 
is housed in the British Library, but the librarian was com-
pletely unaware of it.  I persisted and, finally, the librarian 
and I found it listed in a thin Judeo-Persian catalog.

In March 1907, during Stein’s second expedition, he 
reached Dunhuang, the crossroads of China and the Silk 
Road in far western China, and there he stumbled on what 
may be his greatest find.   The area was a base for military 
operations and trade two thousand years ago, from 200 
BCE to 200 CE of the Han dynasty.  Behind the sand dunes, 
there is a mile-long rock cliff located about twelve miles 
southeast of Dunhuang.  Beginning in the fourth century 
CE and continuing to the fourteenth century, Buddhist 
priests dug sandstone caves -- there were almost eight 
hundred -- into the cliffs and decorated these caves with 
art.  Known as “The Caves of the Thousand Buddhas” or 
the “Magao Grottoes,” the caves were stacked on top of 
each other, and inside monks stored magnificent artifacts 
in Buddhist, Indian and Chinese styles.  Travelers on the 
Silk Road financially supported the caves and their con-
tents believing their contribution showed gratitude for 
having arrived safely and/or also to secure their success-
ful return home. By the late tenth century, however, the 
Silk Road was replaced by sea routes, and travelers no 
longer traversed the area. 

Wang Yuanlu, a Taoist priest, had become the self-appoint-
ed caretaker of the caves in the late nineteenth century.   
One day in 1900, Wang and other workers cleared away 
ten feet of sand and entered one of the caves, fifty-four 
feet by forty-six feet, now numbered Cave 16.  Inside Wang 
noticed the outline of a sealed door.  He pushed open the 
door and found a room, now numbered Cave 17, which was 
sealed in about the year 1000 and contained mostly rolled 
scrolls and textiles; the longest scroll was ninety-nine 

feet.  Sealed for nine hundred years, most likely to protect 
Buddhism from Islam, it was filled with Buddhist, Taoist, 
Chinese and Tibetan texts. There were manuscripts on 
paper in more than thirty languages, with Chinese and Ti-
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betan languages being the most dominant, and there are 
about 250 documents in languages that remain a mys-
tery.  “The Diamond Sutra,” the world’s oldest printed book 
which is dated May 11, 868 (six hundred years before the 
Gutenberg Bible), now in the British Museum, was inside 
this sealed cave library, too.  There were writings on palm 
leaves from India and “how to” texts on everything from 
cures for common illnesses, to why children should ap-
preciate their mothers, to whether tea or wine is better, 
to a eulogy for a donkey.   

The dry desert air (it rains there only about once every ten 
years!), darkness and sand helped preserve the scrolls in 
Cave 17.  Wang informed local government officials about 
the caves and their contents, but they showed little in-
terest and were concerned only about the expense of 
moving these unknown items.  No one knew where Wang 
found them, and no one seemed to care.  In 1904, Wang 
resealed the library cave.     

When Stein met Wang in 1907 during his second expedi-
tion, he tried to convince Wang that instead of hiding the 
artifacts he should give them to the world as a gift that 
would enlighten them, but Wang refused.  Stein then tried 
to persuade Wang by illustrating to him that they both 
admired and were followers of Xuanzang, the famous 
seventh century pioneering Buddhist monk.  Stein fur-
ther explained that he literally had walked in Xuanzang’s 
footsteps under extremely difficult conditions to be there 
and proposed that he and Wang now could be pioneers 
together. Stein also suggested that some of the items 
should be returned to their original source in India, and 
that £130 would make it possible to repair and care for 
the caves.   

Stein’s strategy succeeded, and, on May 29, 1907, Wang 
agreed to sell to Stein tens of thousands of artifacts, 
and Stein paid him in silver.  Stein acquired from Wang 
twenty-four cases of manuscripts and four or five cases 
of paintings and other relics.  Stein could not empty the 
entire cave library - there was just too much - and one of 
the items he left behind was an ancient Hebrew peniten-
tial prayer known as a selichah, dating to the early eighth 
century.  The prayer gave thanks to God for having com-
pleted successfully the difficult journey to that remote 
location.  In 1908, after Stein left, the prominent French 
sinologist, Paul Pelliot, found the Hebrew prayer text and 
brought it to Paris.  

Today, there are about 490, out of the 800, caves remain-
ing.   Each one is different from the others, and they were 
opened to the public in 1980.  Together, the caves con-
tained the world’s greatest Buddhist library and art col-
lection - tens of thousands of artifacts dating from the 
years 400 CE to 1000 CE - treasures including giant Bud-
dha statues, painted clay (there was no stone in the area) 
sculptures of deities, elaborate murals of Buddhist leg-

ends and thousands of tiny painted Buddha images of the 
time. The paintings of musicians and their instruments 
on some of the cave ceilings became models from which 
scholars could reproduce the ancient instruments. Not 
only the wall paintings themselves, but also the colors of 
the wall paintings are amazing.  Some of the cave paint-
ings were of Central Asian merchants with round blue eyes 
and big noses wearing funny hats – perhaps Jews.   Now 
empty, Cave 17, the sealed cave library, once contained 
about fifty thousand items, forty-five thousand of which 
Stein removed. It is likely that the treasures Stein acquired 
from all his expeditions totaled more than fifty thousand. 

The reaction to Stein then and throughout his lifetime, 
and even after his death, was mixed.   He is considered 
by some to be the “imperialist thief,” condemned in China 
even today for having removed precious artifacts from 
the caves.   He is blamed for inspiring Russian, American, 
Japanese and French treasure hunters and explorers to 
plunder and damage what remained in the caves.   Hun-
dreds of soldiers from the White Russian Army lived in 
those caves in 1917, and the smoke from their barbecuing 
inside the caves damaged the art on the walls, on which 
the soldiers also scratched doodles.  An American scholar 
tried to carve out a wall in Cave 328 to take a mural but 
destroyed part of the mural and the wall in the process.  
What he did take is in one of the Harvard University art 
museums in Cambridge, Massachusetts.  Despite their 
resentment of Stein, the Chinese translation of his five-
volume account of his expeditions was greeted with en-
thusiasm by Chinese scholars, and, as noted, Stein even 
was knighted by the British.  

I stood in Cave 17 and placed my footprint in the empty 
cave library. It was the thrill of a lifetime for me, and I 
considered myself to be blessed to be standing at this re-
mote, historical location.  I had a wonderful guide, Profes-
sor Liu, who knew everything about every inch of every 
cave.  I explained to him and his colleagues that like Sir 
Marc Aurel Stein I was from Hungary.  I explained that like 
the Chinese, Stein also had a great sense of history and 
like the Chinese, Stein, a Jew, also knew what it meant to 
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be persecuted.   If one thinks of Stein as a foreign devil, 
I continued, one is forgetting that he uncovered so much 
valuable history that had been lost.  I reminded them that 
Wang Yuanlu had offered all of the treasures in the caves 
to Chinese government officials, but they were not inter-
ested.   Thanks to Stein, I said, these treasures and the 
history they elucidate are now available to scholars and 
everyone else who appreciates their significance.   

Many of the items that were taken from the caves by oth-
er explorers are no longer available.  Items taken by the 
Germans were destroyed during bombings in World War II, 
and items that were kept in China have disappeared.   The 
items Stein received from Wang, however, survived the 
frequent bombings in London because they were hidden 
below the National Library of Wales under the direction of 
the Hebrew scholar, Jacob Leveen.  Perhaps someday the 
treasures that reside in other countries will be returned 
to China, but that is a different issue from what Stein 
accomplished.  For now, the forty-five thousand manu-
scripts, documents, books, folded scrolls and works of art 
that Stein salvaged from Cave 17 are being catalogued and 
protected by the British Library, where they are available 
for viewing by the entire world.  Stein gave other items 
he acquired on his expeditions to the British Museum, the 
British Library, the Indian Museum of Calcutta, the Victo-
ria and Albert Museum in Bombay (now Mumbai), the Na-
tional Museum in New Delhi and in a museum in Pakistan.  
Thousands of Stein’s handwritten letters are housed at 
Oxford’s Bodleian Library.   

Stein introduced to the world the Silk Road and all the 
treasures that had been hidden there for centuries, and 
his use of the airplane for aerial surveys was ingenious.  
He was well aware of ancient China’s contribution to hu-
man civilization, but he wanted to further academic re-
search by making his finds accessible to scholars.   More 
papers and books remain to be researched and written 
about the artifacts found in the caves, as well as about 
the Radanites. As part of an independent project, China, 
Japan, Korea, Russia, Germany and France are cooperat-
ing to catalogue and digitize the treasures, including the 
statues, clay sculptures and murals of Buddhist legends.  
China now is attempting to protect the caves and their 
contents from the weather and humans.  Sir Marc Aurel 
Stein died in Kabul, Afghanistan, in October 1943.   Written 
on his grave are these words: “He enlarged the boundar-
ies of knowledge,” and whether you think he was a hero 
or a thief, you’ll probably agree that those words seem to 
be an understatement of what Stein accomplished.

Reservations: www.gns.org or (516) 487-6100
Lavish Extended Smorgasbord

Program in Main Sanctuary
Fabulous Dessert Buffet
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BERNSTEIN
Global Wealth Management

Jeffrey S. Wiesenfeld
Principal

1345 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10105
T: 212.407.5878    F: 212.407.5850

wiesenfeldjs@bernstein.com

www.bernstein.com
A Unit of Alliance Bernstein L.P.

AB

To Our Fellow Congregants At
Great Neck Synagogue
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Jeffrey, Cynthia & Maxine Wiesenfeld

“Bernstein...The Gold Standard For
Wealth Preservation and Growth.”
Honest - Ethical - Research Based

SCOPE RH10_AfricaRH09  9/1/11  10:11 AM  Page 61

LET US RESOLVE AS A CONGREGATION TO DO 

WHAT IS GOOD FOR ISRAEL, THE U.S. AND THE JEWS 

–  AND WORRY LESS WHAT OTHERS THINK!

• Member of the American Dental Association  

• Member of the American Association of Pediatric Dentistry  

• Member of the New York State Dental Association 

• Member of the Queens County Dental Society 

• Member of the GREAT NECK SYNAGOGUE  

 

 
 

 

 45 Orchard Street, Manhasset, NY 11030         DrKimmyDDS@gmail.com        

516-365-4KID (4543)  
www.DrKimmyDDS.com 

Kimberly B. Soleimani, D.D.S. 

• Trained at Columbia University School of Dental 

Medicine 

• Post-graduate residency at Stony Brook 

University Hospital in Pediatric Dentistry 
 

  ** NOW ACCEPTING MOST PPO INSURANCES – Aetna, Guardian, Delta Dental, Cigna, Metlife ** 

 

115 Middleneck Road, Great Neck, NY 11021

We carry kikiriki shirts

Private Wealth Management
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The Kavod Seekers

By Rabbi Moshe Kwalbrun

I was walking home from shul with my father (obm) who 
was soon to complete his journey on this earth.  He made 
a comment that resonated and left an impact on me.  “As 
one grows old” he said, “a number of desires that we long 
for become diminished.  That is the nature of the aging pro-
cess.  Lust for carnal fulfilment has seriously abated.  The 
ambition for making a fortune has lessened.  The ravenous 
and gluttonous desire for food is realistically challenged by 
our body’s inability to physically absorb it all.  ‘However’, he 
said ones seeking for kavod continues unimpeded.”

Reflecting later upon this statement I became more aware 
of clients of mine who came for therapy.  Many could talk 
about their anger issues; being prone to violence, even sa-
distic tendencies and parsimony.  Rarely, if ever did I hear 
a desire to cure them of the constant search for glory.  The 
need to be seen as more significant than their friend or 
family member.

Jerry Lewis, the highly renowned comic always seemed to 
have a need to be on the stage even in informal gather-
ings.  He was asked, “Jerry you get so much applause, isn’t 
it ever enough?”  His answer was compelling. “My parents 
were in show business and I grew up to be like them. No 
- it’s never enough.”

A colleague of mine shared his feelings about a need for 
kavod.  He chose to teach for a lesser salary at a private 
college, earning less than at City University.  At City Univer-
sity his title would be Adjunct Instructor, but at the private 
college, he would be Adjunct Assistant Professor.  Why did 
he make that choice?  Because he was willing to sacrifice 
income for the greater glory of being titled a Professor.

We have such examples of human frailties from our illustri-
ous tradition from the Torah.  Great personalities, accom-
plished individuals for whom it was also never enough.

The inveterate sinner King Jeroboam was told by the Al-
mighty that if he repented from his sinful behavior he 
would walk in the Gan Eden with Almighty God and the 
son of Jesse together.  Instead of immediate exhilaration 
at this offer he pauses to ask God, “who will go first - at 
the head of the procession.”  Upon the response that Da-
vid will lead, Jeroboam rejects the once in a lifetime offer.  
He must be numero uno or nothing.

The Book of Judges II offers another picture of this ugly 
trait of nature.  Yivtach is called by his brothers to lead 
them in the battle against a difficult enemy. The brothers 

Rabbi Moshe Kwalbrun and his wife, Shirley, are new residents of Great Neck and 

new members (for about a year) of The Great Neck Synagogue.  Rabbi Kwalbrun 

recently retired from the active rabbinate after serving in that capacity for over 

fifty years.  He currently serves as Jewish Chaplain at Rikers Island Correctional 

Facility.  In addition to ordination from Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological Semi-

nary, he holds a Masters Degree in Psychology from St. Johns University and is a 

Licensed Clinical Social Worker. 

look upon Yivtach with contempt.  Yet it is his military prow-
ess and expertise that they are counting on. After some 
give and take Yivtach agrees to lead in battle. He also pledg-
es that if he is victorious he will offer a sacrifice to God of 
the first to leave his home upon his return from victory.

While he and his brothers of Israel were the victors, the 
story has a bizarre and tragic ending.  It was his own 
daughter who exited form the house.  It could have been 
logical to explain to Yivtach that his pledge would have 
been considered frivolous.  God eschews human sacrifice.  
In addition he could have his oath annulled by the High 
Priest Pinchas.  So why was the tragedy not averted?  Yes!  
It was kavod that got in the way.  Kavod blocked and re-
sisted logic and compassion.  The military genius said, “I 
am a renowned warrior and I expect Pinchas should come 
to me.“  And Pinchas felt, I am the Kohen Gadol, shall I go 
to this ignoramus of a man?

There are a plethora of such examples in contemporary 
life.  They can cause strife and untold bitterness among 
friends and even in families.  They often can continue 
to leave deep wounds long after the incident has taken 
place.  It is all the more painful when the perpetrators are 
supposedly intellectuals and even Torah scholars.

In his masterful sefer, Sichas Mussar, Rav Chaim Shmulev-
itz warns of the pitfalls of being hungry for kavod.

An elderly rabbi turned successful business man expected 
to choose for him, her zayde to be the mesader kiddushin 
(officiating rabbi) at her forthcoming wedding.  He felt this 
kavod to be his entitlement, which no one should chal-
lenge as being just and proper.  His granddaughter would 
have been glad to have her zayde have this moment of 
personal satisfaction.  It would seemingly make the en-
tire family happy.  But it was not meant to end amicably.  
The groom to be, a diligent kollel junger mahn could not 
perceive of anyone other than his Rosh Yeshiva of Telshe 
Yeshiva to be the officiant to bless their union.

The arguments became ugly on both sides.  It was no lon-
ger a matter of right or wrong.  It was who would prevail.  
The family urged Zayde Rabbi to make the compromise.  
He would be given other kibbudim to compensate.  But 
it did not seem to placate him.  He continued to insist on 
what he felt was his inalienable right.  There would be 
nothing less that would be acceptable.

I would hate to label the outcome a Shakespearian Tragedy.  
But the denouement left the families with an adulterated 
simcha that would have consequences for many years.
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Lessons My Zaideh 

Taught Me

By Esor Ben-Sorek, Ph.D.

Times they are a’changing. Today’s grandparents are 
called grandpa, gramps, poppa or maybe Saba, and 
grandma or nana or maybe Savta. My grandparents 
were called bobbeh and zaideh. My zaideh, the most 
beloved person in my life, died one month short of my 
ninth birthday. I remember him today as though he 
were sitting next to me, stroking my hair, gently pinch-
ing my cheek, slicing a piece of apple, peeling an or-
ange with his pen knife to place a taste of sweetness 
in my mouth. Occasionally he would find small bits of 
chocolate, coupled with wet kisses and warm hugs.

When I was about seven years old I once asked him, 
“Zaideh, what can I be when I grow up?” And I remem-
ber well his reply. “Es iz nit azoi vichtik vos arbeit ihr 
ton. Di vichtik zach iz nur tzu zein a mentsch.” (It is not 
so important what work you do. The most important 
thing is to be a good person).

Zaideh was the shamash of his small shul, Linas Hatze-
dek, and was a learned and pious Orthodox Jew.

One Shabbat my father and I walked to zaideh’s apart-
ment. It must have been a two or three mile walk and 
it seemed forever to get there. The long walk did not 
bother me. I was anxious to be with my zaideh and to 
be hugged and kissed by him.

While there, my father went into the bathroom, a 
windowless small room with a pull chain toilet, and 
in violation of Shabbat he lit and smoked a cigarette, 
flushing the remains in the toilet. Some minutes later, 
zaideh had to go to the bathroom. When he came out, 
he spoke gently to my father:

“Yankev Lev, fun mir darfst du nit tzu behalten und 
fun almachtiken Gott ihr kennt keinmal nit behalten.” 
(Yaakov Lev, from me you don’t have to hide and from 
Almighty God you can never hide).

Some grandparents read stories, nursery rhymes and 
fables from books to amuse and interest their young 
grandchildren. My zaideh used to sing to me Hebrew 
and Yiddish songs and prayers and recite to me stories 
of Bible heroes. By the age of six I heard tales of Abra-
ham being tossed into a fiery furnace by King Nimrod, 
of the young David who slew the giant Goliath with 
his slingshot, of how a brave Moshe defied the mighty 
Egyptian pharaoh and saved the Hebrew people.

Once, near Chanukah, he told me a story about how 
wicked soldiers surrounded Jerusalem and wanted to 
kill all the Jews. A rabbi pretended to be dead and his 
body was carried out of the city by his students. Out-
side he met the general of the enemy army and spoke 
with him. The general was so impressed that he grant-
ed the rabbi’s wish and that is how the Jewish people 
survived.

I don’t remember if he knew or recalled the details 
of that story but many years later, as a grown man, I 
found it in a volume of the Talmud.

During the years 66-70 CE, Jerusalem was surrounded 
by the Roman legions under the command of the mighty 
general, Vespatian. The city was suffering from a ter-
rible famine and hundreds of Jews were dying of hun-
ger. There were Jewish terrorists in those days, known 
as the Zealots (Kana’im) but referred to by pious Jews 
as the Biryonim (ruffians and bandits). They destroyed 
many years of food supplies and water purposely to 
arouse the anger of the Jewish population which would 
hopefully entice them to fight and revolt against the 
Romans. The leader and commander of these extreme 
Jewish militants was a man named Abba Sikra. He was 
the chief of Jewish murderers known as the Sycarii, for 
the knife or dagger which they used to kill any Jew who 
opposed them. He had an uncle, brother of his moth-
er, the famous Rabban Yochanan ben Zakkai. Rabban 
Yochanan sent a message to his nephew requesting 
that he come to meet with him in secret. He asked him, 
“How long will you continue to destroy the world by 
famine?” Abba Sikra replied, “Uncle, there is nothing I 
can do. It is now beyond my control. If I oppose what 
we have been doing my comrades will kill me.”

Rabban Yochanan asked his nephew to come up with 
a plan which would allow him to be smuggled out of 
the city. The gates of Jerusalem were guarded by the 
Zealots and no Jew was allowed to leave, under penalty 
of death. Abba Sikra suggested to his uncle to pretend 
to be very ill. A short time later, his pupils were to an-
nounce that he was on his death bed, and later to an-
nounce that Rabbi Yochanan had died.

His students would then place him in a coffin and 
pretend to carry him for burial outside the wall of the 
ancient city. As they approached the guarded gate, a 
Zealot soldier drew his sword and wanted to pierce the 
coffin and the body to be certain that Rabban Yochanan 
was indeed dead. His students shouted at him in bitter 
anger, “How dare you defile the body of our sainted 
Rabbi?”  Feeling ashamed, the Jewish Zealot soldier 
opened a passage in the gate and allowed the students 
to carry the coffin outside for burial.

Once outside the gates, Rabban Yochanan came out of 
the coffin and made his way to the headquarters of the 
Roman legion. Upon meeting General Vespatian, Rabban 
Yochanan greeted him, “Peace be with you, o mighty 
Caesar. Peace be with you. O mighty Caesar.” Vespatian 
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was angry. “I am the General of the Roman legion. I am 
not the Emperor. How dare you greet me as Caesar?”

As they were speaking, a messenger arrived from Rome 
to announce that the Emperor was dead and the Roman 
Senate had declared Vespatian to be Rome’s new Em-
peror. Amazed at Rabbi Yochanan’s wisdom, he offered 
to grant him one wish.

Rabbi Yochanan knew that he could not ask the Em-
peror to withdraw all of his legion from Jerusalem and 
to spare the city and the Holy Temple. He understood 
that Rome had invested too many years and too many 
soldiers for the forthcoming destruction of Jerusalem 
in that fateful year, 70 CE.

So Rabban Yochanan made the one request which the 
Emperor had granted him. “Give me Yavneh and its 
Sages.” The request was granted. When Jerusalem was 
set ablaze, Yavneh became the new center of Jewish 
learning and scholarship. The Mishnah was written in 
Yavneh and the rabbinical Judaism which we observe 
today was born in Yavneh, thanks to the wisdom of 
Rabban Yochanan ben Zakkai.

So finally, putting the pieces together, I understood the 
story which my zaideh was telling me 76 years ago. The 
tales my zaideh taught me to live on even though he 
died so very long ago.

The stories, the hugs and kisses, the songs, the un-
bounded love of zaideh for me and me for him live on.

Grandparents, by whatever name your einaklach call 
you, remember to hug them, kiss them, tell them the 
stories of your life, share your Jewishness with them.

In them, you will remain eternal even though the flesh 
no longer remains.

Thank you all for your kind wishes and gifts. 
Especially my families (Dan & Caren and Tod & Robin). 
Also Tricia, Adele, Ilse, Judy, GNS Susan, Paula, Sonia, 

Hilda, Mark, Dario, Cantor Kron & my best “buddy” David.
Rabbi Meir, your photo is beautiful. 

Last but not least is Jimbo with the Shabbat 
Announcements & funny Jewish sayings every week. 

Thanks Diane for your long get well note 
& including me here. 

A very special thank you to Donna & Carlton 
for teaching me to walk again.

A Thank You Note 
From Maxine Nasser

graphic design • photography

917 576 0383
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Excerpt from the upcoming book,

The Brooklyn Nobody Knows 
(Princeton University Press)

By William B. Helmreich

Borough Park

Introduction:

If you drew a bullseye around Brooklyn, Borough Park 
would be at its center. If you’re not already in the borough 
or in mid-Manhattan, it can be a bit difficult to get to but 
the trip is well worth it because it’s a fascinating place.

It contains the largest population of Hasidic Jews in New 
York City, larger than Williamsburg or Crown Heights. The 
most prominent groups are the Bobover, followed by the 
Belzer, Gerer, and Satmar Hasidim. These are all named 
after the European towns from which most of their fol-
lowers and descendants came. Boasting the highest birth 
rate in the city, about 25 children per 1,000 residents, it 
has approximately 140,000 residents within a 2 square 
mile area and the overwhelming majority are Hasidim. 
There are also smaller groups of strictly Orthodox, but 
non-Hasidic, residents. The area also has some Chinese, 
Russian, Polish, Croatian, and Hispanic residents who 
work in the area as superintendents, repairmen, and who 
own small shops that largely service their own groups 
and who are employed by the larger Hasidic communities 
in one capacity or another.  

Historically, Borough Park was already half Jewish by the 
1920s, with the rest of the population consisting mostly of 
Italians and Irish. In the 1950s it had many Modern Ortho-
dox Jews but gradually it became more and more Hasidic. 
It has every style of homes, from 6-story apartment build-
ings, especially along 12th, 14th, and 15th Avenues, often 
of the Art-Deco variety. There are smaller walk-ups, and 
thousands of three, two and one-family homes. A number 
of these are quite opulent and can cost 2 or more million 
dollars. The main shopping street is 13th Avenue, followed 
by 16th and 18th Avenues. It’s a one fare zone, with several 
subway lines running through the area. 

As I walk the streets, I am struck by how completely Ha-
sidic it is, the same as one would have observed about 
black people when walking through Harlem in the early 
1960s. New Yorkers are used to seeing mezuzahs affixed 
to the entrances of apartments or private homes. These 
are pieces of parchment with biblical verses inside a 

metal or wooden case as prescribed by Jewish law. But 
in Borough Park they are on the entrances outside large 
apartment buildings as well, since almost all of the resi-
dents are observant Jews and feel it’s desirable to do so. 
They are even on the entrances to elevators on each floor 
of many public buildings.  

My first stop is Breadberry, on the corner of 60th Street 
and 17th Avenue, a high end glatt kosher supermarket, 
where I am greeted by a super-friendly and helpful Ha-
sidic man attired in a black sweater and a white shirt. 
The store is spotless with wide aisles and attractive light 
blue, neon-lit signs identifying the deli, bakery, and su-
shi departments, the last headed by a “Japanese master 
sushi chef.” This and other stores like it are examples of 
how the Hasidim, lacking the ability to insulate their fol-
lowers from the outside world, simply incorporate it into 
their own culture. This way, their adherents don’t have 
to complain about unappealing shopping options, nor do 
they have to hunt for kosher products in Stop ‘n Shop. 
Instead they have their own supermarket where every-
thing’s kosher and it looks great! 

The Hasidim do the same for their children - kosher pizza 
shops and Chinese restaurants, not to mention the equiv-
alent of McDonalds - Burger Nosh. Ditto for CDs, books, 
toys, clothing, etc. all tailor-made for their needs and pref-
erences and compliant with Jewish law. I ask the service 
manager, Shimshi, what he does to attract customers:

“We try to make shopping a non-stressful experience. 
You can come here and enjoy yourself.”

“What do you do that makes them enjoy it?”
“We give them the best service possible. We’re friendly 

and helpful. We have a beautiful place that they like to 
look at and our prices, while not cheap, are competitive 

and affordable. And our bread is the best in the world. 
We make it fresh every morning. Here, try some.” 

I do and it’s actually pretty good.

Breadberry also has non-Orthodox and Gentile clients as 
personal observation and a sampling of comments on 
Yelp revealed. One even complained about the lack of BLT 
sandwiches (Actually, there is a kosher veal bacon, BLT). 
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Another noted with pleasure that it’s a first-rate shopping 
emporium which features Danesi coffee at the bar while a 
second praised the chocolate babka.

Nonetheless, this does not mean that the community isn’t 
insular. It is in other ways which, taken together, illus-
trate the push and pull forces that tug at its members 
as they struggle to be a part of, and apart from American 
life and culture (1). Demonstrating how insular a commu-
nity it is, those who live there often express surprise that 
things are different elsewhere. I spoke with an attractive, 
well-dressed Orthodox woman in her early thirties, a re-
ceptionist in a medical office who had grown up in the 
community. I noticed that the reading selections in the 
waiting room ranged from TIME Magazine to the book of 
Exodus in Hebrew.  “You know,” I said, there are Orthodox 
communities in New York City, where there aren’t mezu-
zahs outside apartment buildings or by elevators?” 

“Really,” she said her deep blue eyes widening in sur-
prise. “I thought everyone who’s frum (observant) has 
them there.” In reality, this is because in many cases Or-
thodox Jews own the buildings themselves, but owners 
who don’t belong to the community will often allow this 
and other conveniences or practices simply as an accom-
modation. Yet this insularity often conceals an intense 
curiosity about the outside world that emerges in a vari-
ety of ways. For example, when I mentioned to this same 
woman that I knew someone about her age who received 
her Ph.D. from an Ivy League school, she smiled and said: 
“Good for her. That’s great, a real accomplishment.” 

Mezuzahs are one thing, a behavioral aspect, but secu-
lar knowledge and values are a different matter. I walked 
into the Mapleton (considered a sub-neighborhood within 
Borough Park) branch of the New York Public Library. The 
first thing I noticed was the computers in use by several 
young Hasidic Jews, two of whom glanced at me some-
what apprehensively for a moment until they determined, 
most likely, that I was an outsider to their community. 
Approaching the librarian, I asked her how often Hasidim 
used the internet:

“All the time,” she said.
“Are you aware,” I said, “that use of it for non-business 

reasons, like reading the newspaper, videos, and the 
like is strictly forbidden?”

“I am but we’re a public library and they can read any-
thing they want. And to tell you the truth, this is clearly 

more dangerous for their people, those who oppose it, 
than watching TV, which they’re also not supposed to 

do, because you can see everything on the internet”
 
And that says it all. Restricting access to forbidden worlds 
is well nigh impossible in this age. An estimated 5% of the 
population do leave it, and many more imbibe from Ameri-
can culture while remaining within the community, like 
those I saw at the terminals dressed in traditional garb. 

In recent years there has been a spate of books, mostly 
by women, who have, as the Hasidim put it, “gone off the 
derech (path).”
 
This branch of the library has some of these books. Look-
ing at her screen, she finds one and continues, “One of 
them, Unorthodox: The Scandalous Rejection of My Ha-
sidic Roots, by Deborah Feldman, was very popular last 
year.” Judging from the numbers, the community is very 
strong and prosperous today, but it’s not possible to pre-
dict what will happen to it in the long run. It’s worth men-
tioning that the library also has a collection of books in 
Hebrew which includes volumes of Talmudic and biblical 
commentaries.

New York has plenty of all-night spots and Borough Park 
is no exception. One hangout is on 53rd Street and 13th 
Avenue, featuring grocery stores open 24-7 and a Subway-
style kosher restaurant. The centerpiece is a synagogue, 
called Shomer Shabbos, where prayer services are held 
day and night. But Shomer Shabbos is also known as a 
place where you can bring food left over from parties or 
whatever food you have in your home, drop it off at the 
synagogue and it will be gone in an hour, picked up by 
needy people. There’s also a soup kitchen, called Masbia, 
on 14th Avenue and 41st Street, with free kosher food 
available to poor people of any nationality. 

This strong feeling of responsibility also shows up in an-
other area. Everyone living here knows that if they are 
physically threatened or attacked in the street, people 
will rush to their aid. As one person put it: “There is never 
a problem with people in the community standing by, do-
ing nothing. When someone yells “Help!” the people pour 
into the street.” Does this extend to strangers? It appears 
so. For while residents do see the world as made up of 
insiders and outsiders, the spirit of caring does carry over 
to some degree, especially in an emergency. Indeed, a 
stranger asking for information, directions, etc. is invari-
ably received politely. 

Everyone knows about the muezzin’s daily call to prayer 
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in the mosque, a familiar sound in heavily Muslim neigh-
borhoods, but have you heard about the siren? Every Fri-
day in Borough Park, a siren goes off to signal the begin-
ning of the Sabbath. Its wail personifies the feeling one 
gets that Borough Park is a world onto itself, with its own 
norms and values.  While not empty, the streets have so 
little vehicular traffic on Saturday, that driving schools 
from all over Brooklyn use them to teach their students 
how to drive and park.
  
As I continue walking, I spy a home sporting two large 
flags, one American and one commemorating World War 
Two veterans. A sign on the front door, on this sunny 
March 11th, proclaims in green script lettering, “Happy St. 
Patrick’s Day.” What is interesting is that all the surround-
ing homes are Hasidic, with the tell-tale yellow-painted 
mailbox for the ultra-Orthodox weekly newspaper, HAMO-
DIA, one which allows no photos of women, even those 
dressed modestly, to grace its pages.

In case anyone is wondering what people do for enter-
tainment in this restrictive society, one example is an ad-
vertisement pasted to a telephone pole that announces 
a cantorial concert on a Friday night featuring  (cantors)
Moty and Hillel Boyer at the Crown of Israel Congregation 
with a suggested advance donation of $25.00. “Ladies are 
welcome,” but you can be sure they won’t be sitting with 
the men. The Hasidim do not go clubbing, to the movies 
or theater, but they have parties within the communities, 
outings to parks and lakes, summer camps for the chil-
dren, and other similar activities. When young men and 
women meet, it can be for a drink at a hotel or dinner in a 
kosher restaurant, though the dating period is short, for 
the couple must decide rather quickly whether to become 
engaged, something that also requires parental approval.

Because the community sends its children to yeshivas, 
private Jewish schools, many of the public schools have 
closed and their buildings now house Jewish schools 
who purchased the properties from the city. Seeing these 
buildings, which still look like other public schools in New 
York, heightens the feeling that this is a pretty monolithic 
community. Whether it’s good or bad is beside the point 
because it’s reality here. 

I pass by an advertisement for shtreimels, the round fur 
hats, usually made of mink, that Hasidic men wear on the 
Sabbath and on holidays and other special occasions. The 
ad features a group of minks in the forest animatedly 
conversing with each other in Yiddish. One proclaims in 
a death wish statement: “Krauss (a store that sells these 
hats) shtreimels are the king of shtreimels in our gen-
eration.” Another proudly opines: “Look what Krauss Sh-
treimels has made out of us!” The other responds: “Yes I 
saw the new shipment and they are terrific.” Humorous 
yes…politically correct, no. The point is that, as opposed 
to wearers of fur elsewhere, there’s no one here to attack 

them. If there are Yiddish readers who object, the graffiti 
free ads suggest that they are unconcerned, perhaps even 
unaware of such issues. And that’s what insularity means.

The Hasidic community isn’t into art, at least the type that 
hangs in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, but paintings 
for the home are sold. There are no women in the draw-
ings and the scenery tends toward the bucolic - streets, 
quaint houses, forests, and the like. On 45th Street and 
14th Avenue I look through the window of Artistic Gallery, 
an art store and am struck by a painting of gently roll-
ing hills and woods, with a river winding through them. 
What’s striking is that it empties out into a 3-D waterfall 
with real water, made up of blue plastic strips that end in 
a deep pool of water. It’s surrounded by rocks and other 
undefined materials, with a small sailboat in front of it. I 
ask the owner of the shop about it and he tells me proud-
ly: “It’s mostly made of garbage, things people threw 
away, metal, plastic, wood and it looks beautiful. We can 
set it up in your house.” He estimates that it would go for 
about $5,000, though his eyes lead me to believe that this 
is wishful thinking on his part. It strikes me it’s certainly 
an example of unconscious recycling I suspect, though he 
never uses that word.
 
On New Utrecht Avenue, at the corner of 55th Street, I 
enter Gobo’s Café. It’s small, crowded, but very clean. You 
can get a complete breakfast, a bagel, and coffee. I sam-
ple the caramel-glazed éclair, which is quite tasty. The 
owner is Chesky Gombo, a young Borough Park resident. 
He has worked elsewhere in the city in food service and 
his perspective is interesting. I begin by asking him how 
Borough Park differs from Williamsburg, another Hasidic-
dominated community:

“This is what I like about Borough Park. It’s not closed 
in. Here, you see people of all types and so by being ex-
posed to others the people are forced to be more open. 
You see Modern Orthodox with smaller, knitted yarmul-
kes. In Williamsburg, they’re friendly, nice people and 
they have a great system of helping people to get to the 
hospital and take care of them. I lived there and I liked 
the people. But their shita (philosophy) is to keep more to 
themselves. So things are much more narrow there. For 
example, they don’t hold from (agree with) their kids play-
ing ball in school during recess. It’s a mesoirah (tradition) 
for them.  And their kids, if they an outsider, they’ll look at 
you because they’re not used to it. The Satmar, the main 
group there, wanted to show Hashem (God) that before in 
Romania and Hungary, they were the same and that even 
after the war with the destruction of the Jewish com-
munities there, they’re still the same, doesn’t matter. So 
everybody’s still going dressed the same. Here, it’s more 
a mixture.” 

Chesky’s version of “others” doesn’t seem to include non-
observant or non-Jewish people, but this isn’t surprising 
since there aren’t many of them around here. He agrees 
with me after I suggest they do exist in the neighborhood 
and adds: “They’re not so weird here.’ Still, his descrip-
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Scholar, Baseball Player, Spy - 

The Captivating Life of Moe Berg

By Dr. Arnold Breitbart

On December 18, 1944, Germany’s pre-eminent nuclear 
scientist, Werner Heisenberg, was scheduled to give a 
lecture in Zurich.  In the audience was an American spy 
posing as a student, armed with a pistol and a cyanide 
capsule.  He also happened to be a Jewish Princeton grad-
uate, former professional baseball player, and speaker of 
a dozen languages, with some understanding of nuclear 
physics.  He had orders to shoot Heisenberg should he de-
termine from the lecture that the Germans were close to 
developing an atomic bomb.  Heisenberg was spared the 
bullet, and the spy spared the cyanide, as it was correctly 
concluded that the Germans were not close to making 
such a bomb.  This episode did become yet another fasci-
nating chapter in the colorful life of Moe Berg.

Morris “Moe” Berg was born in Harlem on March 2, 1902, 
the third child to Ukrainian Jewish immigrants Bernard 
and Rose Berg.  His family moved to Newark, New Jersey 
in 1906, where Bernard ran a pharmacy.  From an early 
age, Moe demonstrated talent in baseball, and starred on 
the local Barringer High School baseball team. Following 
graduation, Moe enrolled at NYU, where he spent two se-
mesters and played baseball and basketball.  In 1919 he 
transferred to Princeton, where he played at first base 
and then as the starting shortstop, and was known to 
communicate plays in Latin with the second baseman 
Crossan Cooper.  He had a superb senior year, batting .337 
and starring in key games.  At Princeton he studied Latin, 
Greek, French, Spanish, Italian, German and Sanskrit, and 
graduated magna cum laude in modern languages in 1923.  
While at Princeton, he and a small handful of other Jewish 
students were approached by Rabbi Stephen Wise to start 
a Jewish club with Friday night services.  Although this did 
not come to fruition at the time, Moe might be pleased to 

tion suggests the isolated nature of the community. And, 
everything being relative, he contrasts Borough Park with 
Williamsburg, seeing the former as a more liberal place. I 
compliment him on the number of customers he has, and 
he says: 

“It’s all depending on Hashem (God).” 
“Is this always going to be the case, these attitudes?”

“I think things are already different among the younger 
people. The reason is that younger people all grew up 
with the same things in America - the internet, music, 
I-phones, clothing, cars, playing ball. Look they all like 
pizza; they all like a heimische (traditional, like in the 
old country) challah, not one with fancy raisins. If I’m 

doing business with a person my age we have at least 
some things in common.” 

This suggests that the outside world does intrude into 
their consciousness somewhat. It must, for the Hasidim 
interact with them. Yet we see from his comment about a 
“heimische challah” that his views often veer into compari-
sons with Orthodox Jews who are less observant, rather 
than complete outsiders. In short, he’s less liberal than he 
thinks he is, but more liberal than outsiders think he is. 
 
Chesky is actually right and wrong. The attitudes of the 
Borough Hasidim are more open than Williamsburg, where 
the most rigorously observant and separatist group of all, 
the Satmarer, dominate. But Williamsburg gets a lot more 
secular traffic, both Jewish and non-Jewish than Borough 
Park. Still, this is all relative. The Borough Park Hasidim 
are in a different world from the rest of society. The fol-
lowing story amply demonstrates that:

In a study of Borough Park, a graduate student of mine, 
Cynthia Magnus, describes a humorous incident that 
highlights both the community’s ethnicity and its insular-
ity. “Borough Park is one of the few places in New York 
City that I have ever seen anyone trying to hitchhike. Driv-
ing through the neighborhood I noticed a young man in 
conservative black garb trying to thumb a ride down Four-
teenth Avenue. I thought the unfortunate teenager must 
be very late for synagogue to resort to hitchhiking, so I 
slowed to offer him a ride. As I did, he looked perplexed 
and waved me away.” (2)

It appears that the hitchhiker had three expectations here: 
first, that it’s safe to thumb a ride; second, that there’s a 
good chance he’ll get a ride; and, third, that only a fellow 
Hasid would pick him up. Magnus violated the third norm: 
she’s a woman. That she’s not observant and not even Jew-
ish is irrelevant, because even Orthodox women would not 
stop for a man, knowing he won’t ride with a woman ex-
cept in an emergency, Orthodox or not. In the larger sense, 
hitchhiking is today a rarity, but not among people here, 
who expect and receive help from their coreligionists.

1. This has long been the case, though today the problems, be-

cause of modern technology, are even greater. See Poll (1962).

2. Magnus (2000)

Washington Senators, 

baseball card, 1933
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know that Jewish life at Princeton has become vibrant, 
and is about to celebrate its 100th year at Princeton.

Upon graduation, Moe was signed for $5000 by the Brook-
lyn Robins (soon to become the Dodgers), who were eager 
to sign a Jewish ballplayer with appeal to their fan base.   
As a backup shortstop, he batted .186 that season.  After 
the season, Moe headed to Paris, where he enrolled at 
the Sorbonne, taking 22 courses.  He returned for spring 
training in 1924, but was soon optioned to various minor 
league teams, including the Minneapolis Millers, Toledo 
Mud Hens, and Reading Keystones.  He was described by 
a major league scout as “good field, no hit.”  His respect-
able .311 batting average that year though landed him at 
the Chicago White Sox in 1926, but not before skipping 
spring training in order to finish his first year at Colum-
bia Law School, which he completed in subsequent off-
seasons.  In 1927, after a series of injuries to White Sox 
catchers, Moe volunteered to fill in.  After an impressive 
debut against Babe Ruth’s Yankees, Moe was now a major 
league catcher, although primarily a backup one.  A knee 
injury in 1930 hindered his playing time, and he was sub-
sequently picked up by the Cleveland Indians in 1931, and 
then the Washington Senators in 1932.  Although Sena-
tors’ outfielder Dave Harris noted that Moe could speak 
many languages, but “he can’t hit in any of them,” he did 
bat .236 in 75 games that year with no errors.

After the 1932 season, Moe was invited with Lefty O’Doul 
and Ted Lyons to go to Japan to teach baseball seminars 
at Japanese universities.  He extended his trip to tour Ja-
pan and other parts of Southeast Asia, the Middle East 
(including Jerusalem), and Germany before returning for 
Washington’s pennant winning season of 1933, where 
they lost to the Giants in the World Series.  In 1934, Moe 
made his first fielding error in a streak of 117 consecutive 
games going back to 1932, an American League record.

In 1934 Moe returned to Japan with a group of All-Stars, 
including Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig, to play exhibition 
games against a Japanese team.  Although, as a third-
string catcher, he was no All-Star, he could speak some 
Japanese and was an informative travel companion.  In one 
notorious episode, Moe left a game and snuck up to the 
roof of one of Tokyo’s tallest buildings, St. Luke’s Hospi-
tal, where he secretly took video footage of Tokyo and its 
harbor, footage speculated to have been used in planning 
America’s 1942 bombing raid on Tokyo.  Following the Japa-
nese tour, Moe continued his travels in the Far East, Russia, 
and Poland.  After returning to America, Moe was picked 
up by the Boston Red Sox, where he played as a backup 
catcher in 1935-1939, and then as a coach in 1940-1941.  

In 1942, Moe accepted a job with Nelson Rockefeller’s Of-
fice of Inter-American Affairs, where he was involved in 
assessing the health and fitness of U.S. troops stationed 

in Latin America.  In 1943 he transferred to the Office of 
Strategic Services (OSS), the precursor to the CIA.  He was 
involved in missions to evaluate the strength of anti-Nazi 
Yugoslavian resistance groups and to kidnap Italian rock-
et specialists out of Italy to the U.S.  After hearing of one 
successful mission, President Roosevelt was reported to 
have said, “I see Berg is still catching pretty well.”  He 
was also seeking to assess whether German scientists 
were developing an atomic bomb. It was this last mission 
that brought Moe to Heisenberg’s lecture in Zurich that 
December day in 1944.

Although Moe did attend the Nuremberg trials, his life af-
ter WWII was anti-climactic.  The CIA declined to employ 
him full-time, partly due to his increasingly erratic behav-
ior.  In 1951 Moe sought to be stationed in Israel by the CIA, 
insisting that “a Jew must do this.”  This request was also 
denied.  Most of the next 20 years he spent living with, 
and off, his brother Sam, sister Ethel, or acquaintances.  
He was charming, charismatic and could carry a great 
conversation, but worked only intermittently, and led a 
peripatetic life that was becoming increasingly eccentric.  
Casey Stengel described him as “the strangest man ever 
to play baseball.”  He died in a New Jersey hospital on May 
29, 1972, apparently from a ruptured aortic aneurysm, af-
ter sustaining a fall at home several days earlier.  His last 
words, posed to his nurse, were “How are the Mets doing 
today?”  (They won, with Koosman getting the win over 
the Cardinals).  His cremated remains were later spread 
on Mount Scopus.

Boston Red Sox, 

baseball card, 1936

(below) Moe Berg’s 

Nuremberg Trial Ticket
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I
It is often hard for many people, unless otherwise raised 
within a very traditional and/or Orthodox Jewish world-
view, to understand the various  melachot, types of work 
activities, that are deemed forbidden to do on the Shab-
bat. The dictionary offers no less than forty definitions 
for the word “work.”  The very first definition gets to the 
heart of what I think most of us understand when we use 
the term: “exertion or effort directed to produce or ac-
complish something; labor; toil.”  But let’s look at “work” 
as described in the Torah.

The first of many textual references is found in the first 
account of the giving of the Ten Commandments at Mount 
Sinai, in the book of Exodus, where the fourth command-
ment states:

Remember [zachor] the Sabbath day to make it holy. Six 
days you shall work and do all your melachot [“work”]. 
And the seventh day is Sabbath for the Lord your God. You 
shall not do any melacha [work], you, and your son, and 
your daughter, your servant and your maidservant, and 
your animal and your alien who is within your gates. Be-
cause for six days God made the heavens and the earth 
and the ocean and all that is in it, and on the seventh 
day [God] rested. Therefore God blessed the seventh day 
and sanctified it. (Exod. 20:8-11)

Because God stopped working we must also stop work-
ing. In essence we are called upon to be God-like. It is 
our place in this world to toil productively, but on the 
Sabbath we are called upon to cease from working and 
to also “rest.” Mishnaic and subsequent Talmudic rab-
binic interpretation of melacha starts with thirty-nine 
broad categories of activities that were all involved in 
the construction of the Tabernacle, and from that derive 
hundreds of sub-categories. Two thousand years of rab-
binic interpretation has resulted in the promulgation of 
thousands of rulings and prohibitions - and even legal 
work-arounds (all puns intended) to make the forbidden 
permissible. Some seem to have aspects of the exer-
tion, labor, effort and toil we commonly associate with 
“work,” while so many others seem to be devoid of that 
quality. One need only look at issues of turning on elec-
tric lights or ways to cut and serve a grapefruit while 
dealing with its internal seeds to see examples of the 
non-exertive yet prohibited work we call melacha.  So we 
need to find larger, thematic principles that will help us 
to understand this concept more profoundly. 

24
Shabbat as a Model for 

Theological Modesty©
 

By William Liss-Levinson, Ph.D.

While there are a variety of ways to conceptualize mela-
cha, the two I find most compelling are related to creative 
mastery over nature and mastery over fellow human be-
ings.  There is a rabbinical prohibition against riding or 
even making use of an animal’s body on the Sabbath or 
a Festival Day (Talmud, Beitza 19a). The reason given by 
the Talmud is a concern that one may break off a tree 
branch, deemed to be a biblical violation of the Sabbath, 
in order to strike the animal while leading it along or rid-
ing it. Breaking this branch needn’t involve a major effort 
of exertion, and would equally apply to a small branch or 
even a twig. On the Sabbath, I am called upon to view my 
animal not as a beast of burden for my free use but to see 
it as a part of God’s creations. I am required to facilitate 
for my animal a twenty-five hour period of rest that is the 
same as I am allocated. And the tree, which during the 
week I can use in any way (e.g. snap a branch to use to 
prod my animal, or cut it down for lumber or to fashion 
toothpicks), it too is a part of God’s creations. I am called 
upon for a day to step back with humility and to abdicate 
my illusory crown as the pinnacle of God’s creations.

With regard to my mastery over others, Rabbi Shai Held, 
philosopher, teacher and author, has written: “One of the 
most radical ideas in all of Jewish law is the insistence 
that we may not handle money on the Sabbath. On the 
Sabbath, both the richest of the rich and the poorest of 
the poor leave their wallets at home; the billionaire and 
the poor gas station attendant are totally equal. The mes-
sage is clear:  Socio-economic status tells us nothing 
about metaphysical status.”  This aspect of the Sabbath 
tells us that we need to step back from our illusory places 
of status, position and rank in comparison to our fellow 
human beings. There is God, and then all of humanity ex-
ists equally on Shabbat, by virtue of an act of God’s grace. 

But we still must examine yet the other aspect of the Sab-
bath, for it is not only that we are enjoined to be God-like 
by ceasing and desisting from “work.” We are also called 
upon to “rest.” And later in Exodus we are offered yet an-
other aspect of what the Sabbath remarkably seems to 
afford to God.  There we are told:

And the children of Israel will observe the Sabbath, to 
make the Sabbath for their generations as an eternal 
covenant. Between me and the children of Israel it is a 
sign for all eternity. For [in] six days God made the heav-
ens and the earth and on the seventh day [God] rest-
ed and [God] was refreshed [God’s] soul was renewed. 
(Exod. 31:16-17)

Now we need to ask ourselves: Is it enough to simply 
cease working? Have I “remembered” (the zachor of the 
commandment in the first description of the giving of 
the Ten Commandments, in Exodus) and “guarded” (the 
shamor of the second account, in Deuteronomy) such that 
I have fulfilled the essence of observance of the Sabbath? 
And even further, if I refrain from work and I rest BUT I 
don’t experience some sense of refreshment, or a renewal 
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of my soul, have I fulfilled my obligation to be God-like in 
my observance?

Rabbi Samuel Blech, of blessed memory, the Rabbi of the 
Fur Center Synagogue in New York City which my family 
attended when I was a teenager, once quoted an unusual 
statement in the Talmud:

R. Yochanan said: Three are those who will inherit the 
world to come: those who dwell in the Land of Israel; 
and those who bring up their children to the study of the 
Torah; and those who recite Havdalah [literally “separa-
tion;” a ritual involving wine, spices and a candle at the 
end of the Sabbath] over wine at the termination of the 
Sabbath. Who is that? Those who leave over [wine] from 
Kiddush [at the onset of the Sabbath] for Havdalah [at 
the conclusion of the Sabbath]. (Talmud, Pesachim 113a)

Rabbi Blech acknowledged the extraordinary value placed 
by the sages of the Talmud on settling in the land of Israel 
and also of teaching one’s children Torah. Each of these 
acts, at various points, is deemed to be equivalent to ob-
serving all the other commandments in their entirety. But 
what was the importance of leaving over some wine from 
the Friday night Kiddush to be used the following evening 
at the Havdalah, when we bid goodbye to the Sabbath and 
we can return to our work states of mastery and domi-
nance over nature and others? Rabbi Blech offered the 
insight that the Sabbath comes to teach us lessons that 
we need to actively and purposefully carry over into our 
“work” week IF we are truly to be God-like and experience 
this sense of refreshment and renewal.  So what CAN we 
do in the realms of mastery over nature and over our fel-
low human beings so that we incorporate this precious 
Sabbath/God-like perspective into the week? 

We have far too many examples of ways in which we are 
destroying our environment and other species as we pur-
sue “development” with abandon. We act this way and 
allow others to act this way because of arrogance. We 
view ourselves as owners of the physical environment, 
as opposed to toilers or even day laborers in God’s uni-
verse. Instead, we might choose to reframe our position 
in this world with regard to animals and the environment 
as one in which we are partners with God and serve as 
stewards of the physical universe, responsible for seeing 

that we responsibly use it - and not abuse it; protect it 
and respect it. 

In the United States and throughout the world, the gap 
between the “haves” and the “have-nots” continues to 
widen, and with it we see a de-sensitization to the needs 
and the plight of others. The traditional approach to Jew-
ish burial has all of us, regardless of wealth or status, 
being buried in a simple, plain wooden coffin. And we are 
all to be buried in the same array of tachrichim, shrouds 
- and there are no pockets in shrouds, as the old Jewish 
joke goes. We will be equal in death as we are all lowered 
into, and return to, the earth. We need to figure out alter-
native models for interacting with our fellow human be-
ings throughout the week that are not based on illusory 
distinctions of wealth, status, rank and position.

The gift of Shabbat is that it affords us an opportunity to 
actively and more humbly realize our place in God’s uni-
verse and our relationships with all others, equally cre-
ated in the image of God.  It is, as Rabbi Abraham Joshua 
Heschel said, a “palace in time,” when we are reminded 
to always remember [zachor] who we are and to guard 
[shamor] against becoming arrogant, domineering beings. 
So, take some of that Sabbath and “save it for the full 
week,” allowing its humanizing and humbling perspective 
to renew and refresh our souls, enabling us to become 
better people and better citizens of the world.

Adapted from a chapter in my book, In Search of Theological Modesty: 

Biblical Lessons. Resource Publications, a division of Wipf & Stock, 2015.

“The gift of Shabbat is that it 
affords us an opportunity to 

actively and more humbly realize 
our place in God’s universe and 

our relationships with all others, 
equally created 

in the image of God.”

Fur Center Synagogue as it appears today
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Abraham Lincoln and the
Expansion of Jewish Rights

By Carol Buckmann

George Washington is well-known for his letter to the 
Jews of Newport setting forth his views of religious toler-
ance. Less well-known is the record of our great Presi-
dent of the next century, Abraham Lincoln, as a proponent 
and defender of Jewish rights.  

A recent exhibition at the New York Historical Society 
(With Firmness in the Right: Lincoln and the Jews) and a 
recently released book (Lincoln and the Jews: A History ) 
have now shed long overdue light on Lincoln’s special rela-
tionship with the Jewish people.  This was so strong that 
the entire congregation of New York’s Temple Emanu-El 
rose and recited Kaddish on hearing the news of Lincoln’s 
assassination.  (At least one historian, Arnold Holzer, be-
lieves that this was the first time Kaddish was recited for 
a non-Jew.)  The rabbi of San Francisco’s synagogue of the 
same name burst into tears upon hearing the news.

Why Lincoln?

How did Lincoln develop this special relationship with 
Jews in an era of widespread  intolerance?  While Lincoln 
used language of tolerance and inclusion in his speeches, 
refusing to bow to pressure from Protestants to refer to 
the United States as a “Christian nation,” he was placed 
in a position of officially ruling on issues of Jewish equal-
ity that led him to take action extending far beyond the 
rhetoric.  This occurred because while Jews were not a 
significant political lobby during Lincoln’s presidency, the 
Jewish community had substantially increased in size.  In 
George Washington’s time, there were a mere 2500 Jews 
in the United States out of a population of about 4 mil-
lion.  By Lincoln’s time, the Jewish population had risen to 
150,000 out of a total of 30 million.  Jews were also making 
their way into all aspects of American society, including 
the Army.  For example, the Historical Society exhibition 
included an account by an Ohio soldier of participating 
in a Passover seder with his colleagues in the regiment.  

Some Jews (for example, the Seligmans) also played a role 
in financing the union’s war effort, but Lincoln was not 
simply responding to widespread Jewish support.  There 
were many Jews (including rabbis) who opposed abolition 
and supported the Confederacy, and many Jewish busi-
nessmen who traded with the South supported the Peace 
Democrats.  Jews fought on both sides in the Civil War.

Lincoln’s openness towards Jews was at least partly due 
to his background and past associations.  Lincoln’s par-
ents belonged to a Protestant Baptist sect that opposed 
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conversion of Jews.  Although not conventionally obser-
vant, Lincoln studied what he would have referred to as 
“Hebrew Scripture” in his youth, and he often quoted from 
the books of the prophets in his legislative speeches.  He 
was said to have a thorough knowledge of the Psalms, 
and had a deep respect for these works.  According to 
Mary Todd Lincoln, his last words were: “How I should like 
to visit Jerusalem sometime.”  Lincoln also had personal 
influences in the form of Jewish friends dating back to his 
practice of law in Springfield.  Among these were Louis 
Saltenstein, a shopkeeper and livestock trader, Abraham 
Jonas, a personal friend and political ally who was one 
of the first to put forth Lincoln’s name for the Republi-
can presidential nomination in 1860, and Julius Hammer-
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slough, a Springfield neighbor who accompanied Lincoln’s 
funeral train.  

Links and Action.

There are many instances of Lincoln’s personal actions 
on behalf of individual Jews. The Lincolns socialized with 
Jews and invited them to parties at the White House at 
a time when this was daring.   Lincoln also employed a 
Jewish podiatrist, Isaachar Zacharie, who had family in 
the South, as an intermediary between himself and Con-
federates involved in the peace effort. Lincoln promoted 
Jewish officers in the Army, which was then a hotbed of 
anti-Semitism.  In 1862, he put forth C.M. Levy, an Orthodox 
Jew, for appointment by Secretary of War Edward Stan-
ton as quartermaster with the comment: “We have not 
yet appointed a Hebrew.” (About 50 other Jews ultimately 
served as quartermasters.) Lincoln intervened and over-
rode convictions of Jews that he felt were unfair, includ-
ing Jews unjustly accused of selling contraband to the 
Confederacy.  Lincoln also received and listened to rabbis 
with personal requests at a time when the White House 
and the President were much more accessible than we 
can imagine today. Morris Raphall, rabbi of Congegation 
B’nai Jeshuron was one. Book publisher Adolphus Solo-
mon helped Rabbi Raphall gain an audience with Lincoln 
in which Lincoln granted a request to have the rabbi’s son 
promoted. Lincoln also responded with compassion when 
Rabbi Raphael’s son-in-law, Quartermaster Levy, was dis-
missed from service on unspecified charges, but possibly 
for distributing special food and clothing to Jewish soldiers. 

Challenges and Responses.

However, Lincoln’s most famous actions were in relation 
to the Army. One of Lincoln’s tests involved the ability of 
Jews to be Army chaplains. The Fifth Pennsylvania Cavalry 
had a Jewish commander and over 30 Jewish members. In 
1861, it elected a Jew as regimental chaplain, unaware that 
Congress had recently enacted a requirement that mili-
tary chaplains be Christian ministers. The original choice 
resigned upon learning of the law, but the regiment was 
undaunted and elected Arnold Fischel, a teacher from 
Congregation Shearith Israel, as his replacement.  When 
the Secretary of War refused to approve the regiment’s 
choice, Fischel presented himself at the White House on 
December 11, 1861 despite having been told that Lincoln 
was too busy to see him. Lincoln nonetheless agreed to 
speak with Fischel.  As a result, Lincoln crafted a compro-
mise. In July 1862, chaplaincies were opened up to Jews, 
and in September, 1862, Jacob Frankel became the first 
Jewish military chaplain.  

Perhaps the most significant instance of Lincoln’s sup-
port for Jews occurred when general U.S. Grant issued 
General Orders No. 11 requiring all Jews within the Depart-
ment of Tennessee to leave within 24 hours.  Grant’s os-
tensible excuse for the expulsion was his concern to put a 
stop to smuggling in areas under his command. Grant had 

decided that the smugglers were overwhelmingly Jewish. 
Although Lincoln needed Grant to win the war, he viewed 
the expulsion order as unjust and overturned it. ” I do not 
like to hear a class or nationality condemned on account 
of a few sinners,” Lincoln explained to a Jewish group at-
tempting to thank him in January, 1865. (In later years, 
though it is not necessarily related to Lincoln’s action, it 
is interesting to note that Grant went on to become the 
first President known to have attended synagogue ser-
vices, at Kabbalat Shabbat in Washington.

Legacy.

Since Lincoln died on Good Friday, which was also chol 
hamoed Passover in that year, he was widely mourned 
in synagogues on Shabbat by the same Jews who had 
initially wondered whether his election would be good for 
them.  A story, which appears to have no basis in fact, 
even spread that Lincoln was actually Jewish.  The source 
was a claim by Rabbi Isaac Wise that Lincoln had con-
fided to him that he was: “bone from our bone and flesh 
from our flesh.”, though it appears that there were no wit-
nesses, and if Lincoln did make that statement, he was 
speaking metaphorically.

While Lincoln may not have had Jewish blood, it is un-
deniable that living Jews still felt an unusual connection 
with Lincoln and that Lincoln had especially warm feel-
ings towards them. Although Lincoln never did realize 
his dream of visiting Palestine, there is now an Abraham 
Lincoln Street in Jerusalem.  Much more about Lincoln’s 
history and special connection with Jews is found in the 
previously-mentioned “Lincoln and the Jews: A History” 
by Jonathan D. Sarna and Benjamin Shappell, and in Gary 
Phillip Zola’s book “We Called Him Rabbi Abraham.”  Ac-
cording to Zola, Lincoln was imbued with Jewish values 
and had a “Jewish soul.”

While Lincoln may not have had Jewish blood, 
it is undeniable that living Jews still felt an 

unusual connection with Lincoln 
and that Lincoln had especially 
warm feelings towards them.

Abraham Lincoln, War Department letter, Rabbi Jacob Frankel, 

first Jewish military chaplain
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Life Changes 

Yet Remains the Same

By Ron Malen

We have just finished celebrating the chaggim here.  Tefil-
lat geshem was Monday, and the winter rains began on 
Wednesday.  Instant response.  Wednesday was also the 
return to school after the chag and isru chag.  After the 
summer break and all the chaggim, real life begins.  There 
are full weeks of business activities and the many pro-
grams the local cities provide.  

The chaggim here are always special.  Of course the tefil-
lot brought back the memories of the ba’alei tefillot that 
I heard in the shuls of Great Neck, so I was nostalgic for 
‘the old country.’  Then I would turn to look out through the 
large panoramic windows and see the Judean Mountains 
to the west of Efrat.  This requires a left turn of my head 
as we daven facing north, towards Jerusalem.  I look to 
the west and see the path that Avraham and Yitzhak took 
to Har Moriah, and, in a later generation, David haMelech 
on his way to Jerusalem.  Jews have been drawn to this 
city for thousands of years, and for me it is only a twenty 
five minute drive. I hope never to be blasé about this and 
to always truly enjoy my connection to the historic and 
geographic nearness of this city.

Sukkot are everywhere, in Israel.  The sukkot of the res-
taurants block the streets and no one seems to mind the 
inconvenience.  There are concerts every night of chol ha-
moed, and hotels, stores and restaurants are filled with 
tourists, both Israelis and chutzniks, those who travel to 
Israel from other countries. The beaches are filled with 
people who appreciate the beautiful summer weather 
that extends through the holiday.

During chol ha-moed we were stunned to hear of the mur-
ders of two parents while their four children were in the 
car.  It hit the newspapers and we read that it was the son 
and daughter-in-law of Rabbi and Rabbanit Henkin, well 
known to many of us especially as she had been in Great 
Neck several times to speak in our community.  I was not 
able to concentrate on my davening during the following 
days.  I thought about the many friends and families af-
fected by this attack.  I thought about the type of people 
who could commit this type of murder.  I thought about the 
official mourning that would not begin until after the chag.

Others were attacked and for some of us it began to feel 
as if it were the start of another uprising.  Yet life here 
continues as normal. Israelis are on the streets, in the 
buses, in schools, shopping and doing all else that makes 
life here special.  What still amazes me is the outpouring 
of support for the families and friends of the mourners, 

from all over the country.  As usual, people come together 
for support.  Surprisingly the political left, are staying qui-
et as this goes on.  Political disagreements continue, but 
not as loud and angry as they were before last year’s Gaza 
War.  Israelis seem to be unified during these times.  It is 
clear that this is happening to all of us together.

This Rosh HaShanah also brought the end of the shmittah 
year, and with it all its restrictions on agriculture and the 
way that food is handled.  Although the official shmittah 
has ended, some fruits began to blossom towards the end 
of the year, and are still under the category of kedushat 
shvi’i and the shmittah restrictions.   By Chanukah time 
the final harvests will be in, and all of the holiness of the 
Shmittah year will be put to rest for another seven years.   
While all the high tech and other businesses get the public 
relations and the glory, the most important piece of the 
economy still centers on the land and the agriculture.  If 
there is no food, there is no one to work the high tech or 
any other businesses that thrive in Israel. 

As to my connection to the land and HaKadosh Baruch-
Hu’s control over it - wow! This year has renewed and 
given me a better understanding of G-d’s not-so-hidden 
control of our security, safety and His control of our lives.

This article had been completed and ready to be submit-
ted when this week, everything changed.  The Arabs, both 

Israeli Arabs and Palestinian Arabs, began a series of at-
tacks on Jews. There are more checkpoints and more secu-
rity and unfortunately, more ambulances. Are there actually 
more ambulances or am I more aware of them?  Last night, 
my friends told me that the Jerusalem streets were empty.  
I overheard someone on the phone speaking to their den-
tist. She explained her dental problem and he suggested 
that she not come into Jerusalem, saying that her problem 
was not severe enough for her to travel on the roads.  Due 
to the situation, I changed the way I did some things. I no 
longer travel roads through Arab villages, and I try not to 
travel on the roads after dark.  I wondered whether I was 
doing this out of fear but I realized that I was just facing up 
to the new reality of life here at this time.

While I traveled through Jerusalem yesterday, I noticed a 
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sense of quiet at the construction sites as building has 
slowed down to almost zero.  The municipality of Efrat had 
decided not to bring Arab labor into their homes or have 
them walking on the streets.  All construction has stopped 
in Efrat.  It is understandable, yet also not acceptable at the 
same time.  While I think it is wrong to penalize all Arabs 
for the actions of one section of Arab society, the statis-
tics are that while not all Arabs are terrorists, ninety-nine 
percent of terrorists are Arabs.  It is felt that it is better to 
be safe than sorry.  As I am in the middle of renovations in 
my house, all worked has stopped.  I have worked with my 
contractor for years and we have developed a relationship 
and have come to like and trust each other.  All the terrorist 
activities have been done by Israeli Arabs who have good 
jobs.  Two of them had worked for the local governments 
near their home.  I read the New York Times everyday on-
line and there is nothing written about the killings of Jews 
at all.  I realize once again that the situation here is not 
reported accurately in the U.S. press.  I do not believe every-
thing that I read in the news media and I realize that much 
is left out.  Now that I live in Israel, I can see the difference 
between the reality and the reporting.

When I look at the current matzav (situation) objectively, 
it seems as if there is nothing new going on here.   This 
appears to be a continuation of a war that began over one 
hundred and thirty years ago with the first aliyah to Is-
rael.  The Arabs would not accept the Jews returning home, 
and continue to try to drive us out.  This began what ap-
pears now to be periods of escalations of this war and then 
times of quiet.  All during this time there were shootings 
on the roads, stabbings and killing of Jews, and of course 
the constant terrorist infiltrations.  Yet, during this time 
olim have continued to arrive here to join their lives to the 
Yishuv and then the State of Israel.  Two days ago, a plane 
filled with olim arrived at Ben Gurion airport and there are 
Birthright and private tour group buses at the hotels and 
on the roads.  

It never stops amazing me at what a miracle this country 
is.  In the face of everything, we do not give up hope or wa-
ver from the dream.  In fact, it strengthens the people and 
the nation.  In times like these, I remind myself why I came 
to live here and become an Israeli citizen.  I am part of the 
future of this nation and very proud of it.
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Lifting the Screen

By Karen Yehoshua

As I sit on the bus riding through Yerushalayim listening to 
Hebrew music on my phone, I am able to fully appreciate 
the precious gift my parents worked so hard to give me: 
the opportunity to live for a whole year in Eretz Yisrael. I’ve 
already been living in Jerusalem for two months, and only 
recently, during sukkot, did I finally realize how fortunate 
I am. The High Holidays are observed nationally. All around 
me, I still hear people saying “Shana Tova,” ensuring me 
that it really will be a great year. 

When something unexpected happens on the bus, I real-
ize how great Am Yisrael is, because there has not been 
one day in this country that was banal. The principal of 
Shaalvim for Women, Rabbi Yamin Goldsmith, always says, 
“There is no such thing as a regular day in Shaalvim for 
Women.” All around me I see acts of chessed (kindness) 
inspiring me to help out my Jewish bretheren. 

Although it is very difficult to be on the opposite side of 
the planet from my family, I learned that distance has the 
potential to bring people closer. Before this year, I did not 
realize the value of a good morning hug from my parents 
in the morning, or a “welcome back home” every evening 
from my little sisters. Baruch HaShem, in this day and age, 
technology allows us to be a phone call away from those 
who are thousands of miles away, but of course, just as 
prophecy through dreams is not as direct as face to face 
prophecy, so too phone calls aren’t the same as face to 
face conversations. After all, I cannot hear my father say 
Kiddush from such a distance during Shabbat. 

Judaism is not only the main religion in Israel, but it en-
compasses the culture here as well. In addition to the “no 
smoking” and “no shoes on chair” stickers, every bus has 
a sticker with the biblical commandment to rise before 
an elder.

Nostalgic feelings are alleviated by the warmth of the dis-
tant family members whose houses I am invited to every 
Shabbat. Even people who I am not related to have invited 
me for Shabbat, exemplifying the unity of the Jewish people.

Many wars were fought and lives were lost for people like 
me to have the opportunity to live in Israel independently. 
The Jewish culture is built on three principles: unity, de-
termination, and altruism. All three of these principles are 
intertwined to create a theme for Chanukah. 

In his book, “Yisrael Vehazemanim” (Israel and the Holidays), 
Shlomo Avinar calls Chanukah the independence day of the 

era of the Second Temple. This day is dictated long after 
the Jewish people leave Babylon and enter the land of Is-
rael, because they are not actually independent until the 
days of the Chashmonaim. First, they are under the rule of 
the Persians. Then, they are under the rule of the Greeks. 
This process is similar to nowadays when Bnei Yisrael first 
settle in the land of Israel, then they capture it. However, it 
is opposite from when Yehoshua Bin Nun captures the land 
of Israel, and then Bnei Yisrael settle the area. The natu-
ral process of the Jewish people dwelling in the land, then 
capturing it, seems to be more common throughout history 
than the normal paradoxical process. 

The miracle of the Chashmonaim is not in their victory, but 
in their courage to fight. The Ibn Ezra explains that since 
leaving Egypt, the Jewish people are in what he calls “The 
Slave Mindset.” Because of their life as slaves, they can-
not bring themselves to fight their dominant masters. Bnei 
Yisrael would rather return to Egypt as slaves than fight 
their masters. They are fearful of the dominant Egyptians. 
The proof is in the words they yell at Moshe, “Were there no 
graves in Egypt, so you took us to die in the desert?” The 
possibility of defeating the Egyptians does not even cross 
their minds. The Rambam explains that Bnei Yisrael wander 
in the desert for 40 years to gain the bravery they are lack-
ing when they left Egypt. Life in the desert turns the Jews 
into fighters. Courageous abilities are present only in the 
next generation who gain the merit to enter the land of 
Israel. Throughout history, it is a common reaction for the 
Jews to lose courage when ruled over by a foreign empire. 

The revolt of the Chashmonaim only begins after hundreds 
of years under foreign rule. It is abnormal and miraculous 
for the Chashmonaim to act bravely without any training, 
weapons, tactical abilities, or strength in numbers. All that 
is required by Hashem of the Chashmonaim for Him to in-
terfere is the willpower of the Jews to revolt. 

There are five types of miracles: astronomical, physical, 
chemical, biological, and psychological. The story of Chanu-
kah contains a psychological miracle - an abnormal spiritual 
change in the nature of a person. I.e. When a naturally fear-
ful person suddenly becomes courageous. This miracle is 
even greater in the story of Chanukah when a whole nation 
suddenly finds the bravery within themselves to fight for 
what they believe in. Bnei Yisrael finally realize that they 
could not see the bright light of their glowing potential, be-
cause their eyes are closed. Chanukah is when Bnei Yisrael 
transforms from a fearful people to a dauntless entity.

Just as every person can choose to be fearful or dauntless, 
they also have the choice to use their abilities for good 
or for bad. During high school, teenagers develop and are 
defined by their identity. Many people realize their abilities, 
but not their potential. They struggle between using their 
talents for materialism or for spirituality. Taking a gap year 
after high school to study Torah in the Holy Land before 
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Many people realize their abilities 
but not their potential

beginning my education at The Cooper Union is the best 
decision I have ever made. This year is a critical opportunity 
for teenagers to recognize and begin to fulfill not only their 
abilities, but also their potential. While others may call it 
“flipping out,” I like to call it “lifting the screen.” A year in 
Israel is beneficial, but not necessary for those who cannot 
drop everything and spend a year living on the other side of 
the world. All it takes is for one to realize his potential and 
to exemplify the three principles of Jewish culture: unity, 
determination, and altruism.

Thank you to my parents for working so hard to send me 
to Eretz Yisrael. May we all be fortunate enough to find our 
true selves and to fight for what we believe in.

Celebrate with our Holiday Packages

Premium Retailer Happy Chanukah
from Verizon of Great Neck

Phone ∙ 516.466.9100
Fax ∙ 516.466.9200

67 Middle Neck Road
Great Neck, NY 11022

5
7
4
.2
6
1
.5
7
9
1

Happy Chanukah
from all of us at

SCOPE
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F�� �ver eighty-five years, Showcase Kitchens has created 

thousands of innovative kitchens and fine custom cabinetry.  

We are a family-owned and service-driven company 

with a stellar reputation for honesty and integrity.  

Our kitchen and bath designers can create any style that you desire in a wide range of price points. 

We offer various levels of hand-crafted cabinetry, fixtures and hard-to-find materials 

for backsplashes and countertops.

Appointments are appreciated.

2 Locations on Long Island

Manhasset  1200 Northern Boulevard  516-869-8585

Massapequa  5340 Merrick Road   516-799-9090

WWW.SHOWCASEKITCHENS.COM
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Manhasset

1192 Northern Boulevard

516-869-8585

WWW.SHOWCASEBATH.COM

From Well-Appointed 

Powder Rooms 

to Luxurious Master Baths
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Not In God’s Name: 

Confronting Religious Violence
Schocken Books, 2015

By Rabbi Jonathan Sacks
Book Review by Rabbi Avraham Bronstein

In 2002, Rabbi Jonathan Sacks met with controversy 
when his recently-released book, “The Dignity of Differ-
ence,” received condemnation from several influential Or-
thodox leaders, including members of the religious court 
in London he led as Chief Rabbi. By writing “In heaven 
there is truth; on earth there are truths..No one creed has 
a monopoly on spiritual truth,” they felt he denied the 
unique status of the Jewish people as a “chosen nation,” 
a position bordering on heresy. In response, Sacks backed 
down, rewording several key passages and including an 
apologetic preface in a Second Edition.

Having since retired from his position as Chief Rabbi, 
and having emerged as a global public intellectual, Sacks 
makes his sweeping counter-argument in “Not In God’s 
Name: Confronting Religious Violence.” With characteristi-
cally dramatic flair he raises the stakes, shaping an in-
novatively pluralistic conception of a “chosen nation” into 
both a powerful condemnation of violence carried out to 
advance religious influence and a passionate argument 
that the very core of the Abrahamic tradition, encompass-
ing Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, is universal empathy 
and respect for human dignity. In doing so, he recasts 
an arcane philosophic argument into a contemporary re-
sponse to religious extremism.

The book’s central theological assertion is a dual covenant 
between man and God. Most fundamentally, the Noahide 
covenant emphasizes the universal value of humankind 
created in God’s image. Secondly, the Abrahamic covenant 
speaks to a particular group’s own unique culture and 
tells the story of its relationship with the divine. Sacks 
thus tries to find a middle ground between tribalism, in 
which each group fights for domination, and universal-
ism, in which those who do not conform to a single stan-
dard are discriminated against, or worse. For past readers 
of Sacks, this is essentially the same approach, though 
articulated in religious language, that he develops in his 
“The House We Build Together” for maintaining a cohesive 
democracy in a multiethnic country made up of diverse 
cultural communities.

Going a step further, Sacks asserts that the “chosen-
ness” of Israel in the Bible is essentially a template for all 

groups and civilizations to follow. Abraham and his cho-
sen descendants are not particularly powerful, wealthy, 
or influential, nor do they possess a “monopoly of virtue.” 
That God bestowed His love upon them actually demon-
strates that any group or society can be blessed, so long 
as it recognizes that “common humanity precedes our re-
ligious differences.”

Sacks supports his claim with a rereading of the remaining 
narratives in Genesis, which are commonly understood as 
a series of triumphs by younger sons, who are “chosen” 
despite their inferior birth positions, and the correspond-
ing rejection of older siblings despite their innate right 
to the succession. This zero-sum understanding, he ar-
gues, was necessary for strengthening Israel’s identity in 
its formative years, but was misused by Christianity and 
Islam, each of whom claimed to be the younger child cho-
sen over older siblings that were rejected and cast aside. 
In both cases, the result was interreligious violence.

As a result, Sacks asserts that the traditional understand-
ing - the one supported by the London Beth Din 13 years 
ago - cannot be considered valid today because, in an in-
terconnected, globalized world, it can only cause further 
conflict. Instead, he says, the 21st century summons us to 
formulate a new reading, in which Genesis actually builds 
towards the “rejection of rejection.”

Beginning with Abraham, each successive episode of sib-
ling rivalry features ever more rapprochement between 
chosen and unchosen brothers. Ishmael and Isaac reunite 
to bury Abraham together, but never explicitly resolve 
their differences. Jacob and Esau do make their peace, 
but go off in separate directions. Finally, Joseph and his 
brothers are reunited and live out their lives as a cohe-
sive family. Various statements by the classical rabbinic 
sources support different aspects of Sacks’ reading, and 
he blends them artfully to present a compelling case that, 
though the Torah focuses on the chosenness of the Jews, 
it also emphasizes, over and over again, that nobody is 
actually rejected. In a similar vein, Sacks hails Nostra 
Aetate, the remarkable statement by the Second Vatican 
Council called by Pope John XXIII in 1962 changed long-
standing Catholic doctrine by affirming the chosenness 
of the Church while also recognizing the Jews’ own cov-

Rabbi Jonathan Sacks
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enant with God.

Much of Sacks’ analysis will be familiar to those who have 
followed his writings, particularly his weekly “Covenant 
and Conversation” column on the weekly Torah portion. 
For those readers, “Not in God’s Name” will feel like a cul-
mination of sorts, the explicit formulation and presenta-
tion of a comprehensive approach that Sacks has honed 
and sharpened over the years. For new readers, his ap-
proach will be bold and thought-provoking. As always, he 
is articulate, inspiring, and well-sourced, and includes ex-
tensive notes and bibliography.

That said, Sacks is shakiest when it comes to setting a 
forward agenda. Noting a global turn to religion in an age 
when secular society no longer provides a strong sense 
of identity, purpose or meaning, he laments without ex-
planation that the style of religion in the 21st century is 
so often “adversarial and aggressive.” To remedy this, he 
suggests an organized, well-funded, and long-term inter-
national campaign to promote the teaching and preaching 
of tolerant, pluralistic religious ideals such as the ones he 
lays out.

In contrast, Karen Armstrong pointed out in “Fields of 
Blood,” her own book on religious violence, that the way a 
society expresses itself religiously is often a reflection of 
how it perceives itself. By limiting his focus to the world 
of ideas and explicitly separating religion from state 
power, though, Sacks almost explicitly refuses to con-
sider the extent to which religion is a natural language 
that expresses political, social, or economic conflicts. In a 
world still grappling, for example, with the demons of im-
perialism, colonialism, globalization, two world wars and 
a cold war, large segments of the world understandably 
feel “adversarial and aggressive.” In societies that feel 
like objects, not peers, within stronger countries’ foreign 
policies, it stands to reason that belligerent, triumphalist 
religious teachings would be appealing. In this context, 
Sacks’ Noahide covenant, affirming the inherent dignity 
of all people, might be a good place for our politicians and 
business leaders to begin as well as our rabbis, priests, 
and imams.

Rabbi Avraham Bronstein writes often on contemporary 
politics and culture, Jewish thought, and their intersec-
tion. He served as clergy at The Hampton Synagogue 
and Great Neck Synagogue, and currently lives, with his 
family, in Scranton, PA. This Book Review was reprinted 
with permission from the New Jersey Jewish Standard.
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Where Did the Maccabees 

Really Pray?

By Stanley H. Fischer

In those days, Matityahu, son of Yochanan, son of Shimon, 
a priest of the family of Yehoyariv, moved from Jerusalem 
and settled in Modi’in. He had five sons - Yochanan, known 
as Gadi; Yehuda, known as Maccabee; Shimon, known as 
Tasi; Elazor called Avaran and Yonatan, called Apephos.  

-  1 Maccabees

At that time Meneleus purchased the High Priesthood of 
the Temple in Jerusalem with promises to Antiochus IV 
Epiphanes of tribute and the Hellenization of Jerusalem 
as another Antioch. As High Priest he levied high taxes 
to pay his debt to the King. The Hellenization of Jerusa-
lem which had commenced under his predecessor, Jason, 
included diminished Torah study and abolition of certain 
laws of the Torah including circumcision and Shabbat ob-
servance.  Jerusalem became a center for Greek wrestling 
games and Dionysiac parades.

The Jerusalem Jews refused to pay the exorbitant taxes 
levied upon them. Accompanied by a sizeable military 
force, the Greeks entered Jerusalem, seized control and 
fortified the city. The men allied with Jason and Meneleus 
continued to oppress the people in Jerusalem.

The people of Jerusalem were forced to flee to the desert. 
Jerusalem became a city of non-Jews. The Temple was as 
desolate as the desert; its festivals were days of mourn-
ing instead of joy.  - 1 Maccabees                              
      
Antiochus dispatched his tax collectors throughout the cit-
ies of Judaea. Matityahu, when he learned of what trans-
pired in Jerusalem and occurring throughout Judaea, as-
sembled his sons and urged them to fight the Hellenists.  

Antiochus sent a contingent of his officers to quell any re-
bellion and to enforce his orders. The officers built a large 
altar in the Modi’in city square upon which they placed a 
statue of the Greek god Zeus.  The officers summoned the 
residents to offer sacrifices to the idol. Matityahu, as a 
priest and leader in Modi’in was called upon to offer sacri-
fice to Zeus. Matityahu refused and called out:

I and my sons and my brothers will follow our forefathers 
and not betray our covenant with God for the God who 
dwells in heaven is our King.
      
Thereupon another Jew was selected, a friend of the 
Greeks, to offer the sacrifice. When he began to offer a 
sacrifice, Matityahu removed a small sword and killed the 
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traitor. Matityahu then killed the chief Greek officer. The 
crowd seeing what the elderly man had done ran to the 
Greek soldiers and killed them and destroyed the altar. 
Matityahu shouted:

Whoever is for the Torah, whoever is loyal to the covenant 
with God, follow me to fight for our faith and our Torah.
      
Matityahu, his five sons and numerous townsmen left 
Modi’in and organized in the mountains overlooking Modi’in. 
Thus began the war against the Hellenists. When Matityahu 
and his sons perished they were buried in Modi’in. 

But where is ancient Modi’in?  Eusebius of Caesaria in the 
early 4th century writes that the Tombs of the Maccabees 
were plainly visible in a village near Lod. 

Probably the most important piece of information is the 
Madaba Map located in Jordan which the author has seen. 
Photo 1. In this 6th or 7th century map, the village of 
Modi’in is accompanied by a Greek label: “Modi’in which is 
now Moditha, whence were the Maccabees.” 

Modi’in is mentioned in the Mishna twice as a name for 
the outermost reaches of Jerusalem’s borders (basically a 
half-days walk). Pesachim 9:2, Chagiga 3:5. The main Ris-
honim interpret a half day’s walk as 20 miles. Rambam 
views a far off journey as 15 miles or more. Hilkhot Korban 
Pesach 5.9. Of course, the mile used in these discussions 
would have been the Roman mile, (the Roman mil or mille 
pasuum means a thousand paces and is approximately 
4800 feet versus our mile of 5200 feet). Doing the math, 
20 Roman miles is approximately 18 contemporary miles 
or approximately the distance from Jerusalem to the mod-
ern city of Modi’in. Photo 2.
    

Photo 1

Photo 2

Recently it has been suggested that ancient Modi’in might 
be identified with Khirbet Umm el-Umdan “the ruin of the 
pillars” - on the southern edge of modern Modi’in.  Excava-
tions of the site were conducted recently by Alexander 
Orin and Shlomit Weksler-Bdolah with the assistance of 
Yehuda Rapuano. The archaeological remains from the vil-
lage include a network of streets, dwellings, a synagogue 
and a mikvah. Photo 3. The synagogue is one of only a 
handful of synagogues known to have existed during the 
Second Temple period that were in use at the time of the 
Temple.   Although founded in the Hellenistic period the 
village was inhabited until its abandonment in the sec-
ond century possible following the Bar Kokhba revolt.  
Rabbi Elazor, reputed to be an uncle of Bar Kokhba, and 
inscribed on the coins of Bar Kokhba in the first year of 
his revolt (132 CE) was from Modi’in.

The current excavation of the ground level synagogue, 
which dates from the Herodian period, is unique in that it 
has eight columns (rather than the six columns found in 
other synagogues of the period (Masada, Gamla, Herodium 
and Kiryat Sefer) See Photo 4 and the author in the syna-
gogue in photo 5.  Beneath this synagogue are the ruins 
of a synagogue dating to the time of the Maccabees. It 
is the oldest synagogue yet found. The exterior northern, 

Photo 3

Photo 4
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Youth News

By Rabbi Sean Jensen,
Dr. Mike & Zehava Atlas

Youth Directors

GNS Youth Kickoff Carnival
 
GNS Youth 2015 kicked off with a bang...and a splash. As 
summer winded down, GNS youth were welcomed back 
with an awesome New York Fun Factory Carnival. The 
weather was hot and humid, making it the perfect day to 
cool off with a slip ‘n slide ride, snow cones and a slam 
dunk water tank.  A petting zoo including a pony and bun-
ny rabbits was on hand where children had the chance to 
feed the animals. With Rosh Hashana just around the cor-
ner, there were craft tables arranged to make crafts for 
the holiday. Children had the opportunity to make a craft 
to take home as well as partake in the amazing chesed 
project of making shana tova cards for the Pass It For-
ward food packages. With their leader’s help, GNS youth 
made 200 cards! Every person received a beach ball with 
the GNS youth logo, as well as a GNS youth wrist pack! A 
place to keep those GNS tickets secure! The carnival was 
loads of fun and a great way to kick off a fantastic year 
with GNS Youth!  
 
Introducing…GNS GPS!
 
So who ARE those guys wearing bright orange vests in 
shul on Shabbat morning? You may have recently noticed 
some members of our youth program standing by the en-
trances of the synagogue, wearing bright orange vests. 
These individuals are serving as your GNS GPS. They are 
available from 10:00-10:45 on Shabbat morning solely to 
help people navigate the halls of GNS and to help parents 
find the appropriate youth group for their child. So the 
next time you need assistance, these are your guys!
 
Youth Leadership Training Shabbaton 2015
 
Each year, GNS youth directors provide a Shabbat of train-
ing for the youth leaders and staff. The purpose of this 
training is to communicate our goals and expectations, 
to teach important skills, and to create a sense of team 
among the staff.  This year on Shabbat Breishit, more 
than 40 leaders and staff joined the Shabbaton. During 
dinner Rabbi Polakoff highlighted the importance of the 
youth leaders acting as strong role models for the chil-
dren in their groups. After a delicious dinner and zemirot, 
Rabbi Lichter engaged the leaders in discussions about 
the power of maximum effort and perseverance using a 

G

western and southern walls of the Hashmonean struc-
ture are directly beneath the Herodian period synagogue 
walls, had benches along three walls and contained a 
courtyard on three sides. Is this where Matityahu raised 
his call to arms?  Nearby, a domestic building from Herodi-
an times rests on top of another building from the time of 
the Maccabees.   Also excavated was a mikvah west of the 
synagogue which is comprised of two rooms coated with 
grey plaster.  These findings clearly identify this locations 
as a Jewish village in the late Second Temple period. 

At certain times of the year, the Jewish residents of 
Modi’in commemorate the Maccabees and pray at this ar-
chaeological site which is open to the public. 

Photo 5
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series of fables. 
 
This led into breakout sessions with Rabbi Jensen, Dr. 
Mike & Morah Zehava. 
 
Rabbi Jensen met with all of the leaders to discuss goals 
for each division, including preschool, 1st to 4th grades, 
5th to 8th grade, and high school. In addition to communi-
cating important information, it is Rabbi Jensen’s energy 
and enthusiasm that is palpable and felt by the GNS youth 
staff members. 
 
Dr. Mike showed the 1st to 4th grade leaders how tefil-
lah in their groups can be more meaningful when expe-
rienced. For example, during one activity, the leaders 
walked around the room with their eyes closed in order 
to appreciate the bracha of Pokeach Ivrim (the morning 
bracha thanking Hashem for opening our eyes). The lead-
ers remarked how unnerving it felt and how much they 
now appreciate the ability to see.
 
Morah Zehava presented to the preschool groups the im-
portance of working together as a team. They engaged in 
an improvisation activity where each leader in turn stated 
one word until a story had been composed. It was enter-
taining and showed the group how dependent we are on 
each other for the groups to be successful.  

Looking forward to a wonderful year for all of GNS youth!

“...members of our youth program 
standing by the entrances of the 

synagogue, wearing bright orange 
vests. These individuals are serving 

as your GNS GPS.”
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From There to Here: Part II

By Daniel Winter

A child’s menorah.  An Israeli flag.  A globe. These are the 
three items I remember vividly from my first Chanukkah 
ever, 5730, a five and a half year old boy within the first 
few months of the beginning of life as an American.

The globe helped orient me as to where we were then re-
siding, Boston, in relation to my native Poland, as well as 
to Italy, where we had lived for half a year.  The flag drove 
my curiosity to learn about Israel, where it was and how 
the ‘67 War with its neighbors had altered and shaped my 
personal history.  The flag was also an introduction to the 
concept of nationalism, a socially accepted phenomenon 
which has remained an alien concept to me, despite a life-
long study of it.

So I would often return to the globe and the physical fea-
tures of the planet it displayed: the rough height of the 
Himalayas and the smooth spot of the Tarim Basin; the 
Gobi; the Atlas Mountains at the edge of Africa, dominated 
across its north by the Sahara; the spine of South America 
as I ran a small finger along the peaks of the Andes; the 
long chain of the Aleutians arcing into the Pacific near-
ly all the way to Kamchatka; the Rockies calling to me, 
even as a child.  I recall noticing that sometimes national 
boundaries were coincident with physical features but 
often not; just lines drawn on a map by men, not honest 
divisions created by God.  This childlike wonder with how 
it could be that adults would buy into artificial paradigms 
has never left me.  Often to my detriment, no doubt.

This grasp on some unseen reality as valid while humanly 
imposed paradigms remain artificial had no grounding in 
religious training or secular education.  It was just a re-
alization that the way the world was and the way it had 
been intended to be were disconnected from one another.

Which brings us to the menorah, the chanukkiah.  It was 
small, with holders sized for typical birthday cake candles.  
In the center, the holder for the shamash topped a Magen 
David, the same symbol as in the flag.  The other holders 
were over symmetrical starbursts, each centered in a cir-
cle.  Below the Magen David were two tablets, each with 
just five Hebrew letters on them, symbols which I then 
neither knew nor associated with anything but which 
nonetheless spoke to me as real, valid and important in 
ways that man-made lines on the globe were meaningless 
to me.  The tablets were over a larger starburst centered 
in a circle, in such a way that the symbolism spoke to me 
of the starbursts all being physical matter, creation, upon 

which rested what I learned to be the Law and that this 
vertical column was the foundation for the Magen David, 
the people Israel. The tablets are flanked by two lions, 
guardians, shomrim, whose bodies were oriented toward 
the tablets but whose heads were turned away, eternally 
vigilant protectors of the Law.

This interplay between the physical, the material, and 
what it reflects or represents with its basis in the spiri-
tual sphere, the one I held to be valid and true, is where, I 
suspect, most human confusion lives.

the lights are real
yet fleeting

the fuel, wax or oil,
the wicks all consumed

in service

to the light

which is fleeting
yet everlasting

The Maccabees were heroic.  The material reality with 
which they were confronted, assimilation in the form of 
the Seleucid Greeks, was unacceptable.  So they rebelled 
and won.

Jerusalem was not only a place located in space and time.  
Jerusalem represented something in the realm of human 
behavior and social organization.  Jerusalem represented 
the harnessing of the physical/material in conjunction 
with the intellectual, in service to the spiritual.

The Peloponnesian War had raged in Greece for thirty or 
so years about two hundred years previous to the con-
frontation between the Hebrews and the Greeks, a con-
frontation which continues to resonate today.  Their war 
was between Sparta and Athens, the old and the new, the 
Dionysian and the Apollonian, the physical/material and 
the intellect.  During the first phase, Athens won.  The 
Apollonian won.  Intellect won.

Intellect won by confronting and defending against the 
Spartan attack over land physically and neutralizing it, 
creating a stalemate that resonates in Western warfare all 
the way through time to the trench warfare of the Great 
War, whose name would later be amended to World War I.

But the Athenians sought victory, not stalemate.  So they 
leveraged their maritime advantage not only for the ba-
sis of their counter-attack on Sparta but also for contin-
ued commercial trade, cultural exchange and diplomatic 
contact with their neighbors, who had already been or 
were rapidly becoming allies.  The victory of intellect over 
brute physical force was not in the direct confrontation 
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of physical vs. physical but could not have been achieved 
without the physical strength and stamina necessary to 
maintain that defense over a long period of time.  Victory 
was in opening a new paradigm, by continuing to trade, 
maintain and expand relationships on the seas, all while 
bringing counter-attack to the aggressor on the sea, rath-
er than on land.

Yet victory was short-lived.  Seeking escalation dominance, 
the Spartans learned and adapted, grew intellectually and 
brought that intellectual capital in service to the physical 
by using the strategy of the Athenians against them to 
create first a stalemate and then, in the final phase of 
the war, turn the tide in their favor.  This is the true philo-
sophical foundation of the West: a perpetual vacillation 
between apparent polarities that sets historical forces in 
motion toward those polarities.

Set apart from this, the Hasmonean victory over the Se-
leucid Greeks, who had essentially just happened upon 
Judea en route between home and the Ptolemaic Empire 
(Mitzrayim, home of the physically imposing and geometri-
cally profound pyramids) with which they were in conflict, 
was one of the spiritual overcoming both the harnessing 
of the physical in service to the intellect and its binary op-
posite, the harnessing of the intellectual in service to the 
physical/material. The paradigm of harnessing the physi-
cal and the intellectual in service to the spiritual is more 
powerful than that of simply harnessing the physical in 
service to the intellect or the intellectual in service to the 
physical/material, the alternatingly dominant paradigms 
of the West.

This, in a nutshell, is the conflict both Israel and we, as 
observant diaspora Jews, face today.

The Hasmonean narrative is a relatively minor event from 
the viewpoint of Western history, because it was soon 
made obsolete (in their eyes) by the victory of the Ro-
mans, a historical force of harnessing the intellect in or-
der to serve the physical/material, like no other.  And for 
all the Western propaganda about how evolved, civilized 
and cultured they are, in fact they are still perpetually in 
the thrall of the pendulum swinging back and forth be-
tween the illusory poles of the physical and material be-
ing bound in service to the intellect (Athens) vs. intellect 
in service to the physical/material (Rome or New Sparta).  
This pointlessly perpetual pendulum swinging takes 
many forms in the Western paradigm (Democrats vs. Re-
publicans, Hawks vs. Doves, Women are from Venus Men 
are from Mars, etc.) and it reappears in guises that appear 
new to successive generations but there’s really nothing 
new under the sun.  It’s been going on for two thousand 
years and it’s the same old story.
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A Letter that Affected the 
Course of my Life

By Esor Ben-Sorek, Ph.D.

A letter that I received forty-two years ago from one of 
the Boston area’s leading and beloved Orthodox rabbis 
helped to change the course of my life. The letter was 
written by Rabbi Samuel Zaitchik of Congregation Ahavat 
Shalom. It is a letter that I have kept and treasured.

September 13, 1973 – 16 Elul 5733

Dearest Esor,
I am delighted to hear that you are content at the Sea-
ford Jewish Center. The fact that your congregation is 
small only enables you to really establish strong per-
sonal bonds of friendship and leadership. I’m sure that 
your devotion and abilities will do much to cement your 
congregation with an esprit de corps which will bring 
spiritual satisfaction to them and to you.

There is one thought in your letter, though, that I must 
disagree with. You write about your strengths and weak-
nesses and indicate doubts about your right to preach to 
others. My very dear friend - this awareness of the possi-
bility of being found wanting entitles you and even com-
mands you to speak and teach your brothers and sisters.

I don’t believe that one who has no doubts, that one who 
has not spiritually agonized his identity, that one who 
has not cried with a crushed spirit about himself and has 
had weltschmertz can truly reach the hearts of his lis-
teners and give them direction in life, and bring to them 
a hallowing solace and comfort of “teshuva.”  Your equiv-
ocations and uncertainties about yourself only make you 
more worthy and fit to tackle the problems of life and to 
convey your philosophy of Judaism and humaneness to 
a people whom you will certainly touch deeply.  People 
are eager to hear “dvarim ha-yotz’im min ha lev” (words 
which come from the heart).

I wish, though, that you would not feel this way about 
yourself. You certainly want to help others, you have the 
wisdom and dedication to help others, and what is most 
important, you are a sensitive and responsive person who 
feels for others. You are a great teacher and rabbi who 
must realize that, “Yiftach b’doro k’Shmuel b’doro” (Yiftach 
was, in his generation, like Samuel was in his genera-
tion).  And the pshat is that Shmuel couldn’t serve the 
generation of Yiftach though he was greater than Yiftach.

The generation of Yiftach needed a Yiftach even as the 

“dor” of Shmuel needed Shmuel. Certainly we are not like 
the G’ra and R. Chaim or others of the former generations, 
but I wonder if those former Talmudic giants could prop-
erly assay the problems of the Modern Jew. You are cho-
sen for this generation - a generation which you know 
and feel for and want to guide and are able to inspire 
and lead to Torah and “yahadut.”

Be strong and believe in your task for you shall, “b’ezrat 
Hashem”, succeed.

My family is, “baruch Hashem” well. Alan is on his way to 
Israel. He will be teaching at the University of the Negev 
for the next few years. He got his Ph.D. from M.I.T. this 
summer.  Linda is teaching at Hillel Academy and Debby 
is at graduate school of N.Y.U.   Nell and the children and 
I send our best wishes to you, Rahel and the children for 
a “shnat chayim v’shalom v’kol tuv.”

Rabbi Zaitchik died in 2013 at the ripe age of 93. I re-read 
his letter from time to time. His warmth, his compassion, 
love of his people, touched my heart deeply when it was 
first written forty-two years ago.

It continues to inspire me and elevate me from my doubts 
and depression at the time that I re-read it. But then the 
doubts return, the questions remain unanswered and the 
WHY? is still a WHY?

Yiftach was the son of Gilead and a prostitute. He was 
despised by Gilead’s legitimate sons and they drove him 
away from their home. He wandered aimlessly for years, 
associating with bands of thieves, highway robbers, men 
without morals, without feelings for their fellow-men. 
Yiftach became one of them.

But at a later time, the elders of Israel sought him out 
and begged him to save his people from their warring en-
emies. He agreed to their request with the demand that 
by doing so, they would recognize him as their chief and 
the rightful leader of his people. The elders agreed, Yiftach 
defeated the enemies of Israel, abandoned his licentious 
ways, and became a Judge in Israel. His story is written in 
the Book of Judges in our Tanach. From a lowly beginning 
he rose up to greatness and that is why Rabbi Zaitchik 
commended to me the statement that Yiftach in his gen-
eration was equal to Shmuel in his generation.

Each generation produces its own leaders. And it is that 
thought that has given me courage to continue when 
there were many times in which I lapsed and wanted to 
give up.

Chanukah is the festival of re-dedication. Not only the 
re-dedication of the Greek-defiled Temple in Jerusalem 
but the re-dedication of ourselves to ourselves, a resolve 
to turn from unrighteous deeds and thoughts to a more 
spiritual relationship with God and man. The road to re-
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EPILOGUE

Looking back at events in my life, now at the age of 
82, it sometimes depresses me to recall the things I 
had once achieved and was an honored and respected 
younger man.

On the walls of my apartment are 36 plaques, citations, 
proclamations and testimonials honoring me for 52 
years of service as professor, rabbi, director of pas-
toral counseling, leader of Jewish-Christian relations, 
among others.

There are photos of famous persons whom I had met dur-
ing my lifetime. Some personalities were without photos. 

As a sixteen year old, I stood at the doors of the Ritz 
Carlton Hotel in Boston to see the arrival of Britain’s 
Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, who shook my hand 
as he entered.

In 1957 I was granted an audience with Her Majesty, Ju-
liana, Queen of the Netherlands, at the royal palace at 
Soestdijk in Baarn near Amsterdam.  I was teaching He-
brew in the school of the Joodse Gemeente in Amsterdam.

In 1958 I was appointed to the faculty of Boston University 
to found the Hebrew language section in the Department 
of Foreign Languages and to serve eleven years in the 
Department of Religion teaching Biblical Literature. At the 
same time I taught in the Language Department of Emer-
son College and was Director of Student Activities of the 
B’nai Brith Hillel Foundation at Tufts University from 1958 
to 1963.

In 1965 I presented a certificate of a Forest of Trees in 
Israel for His Majesty, the King of Denmark, at the Royal 
Danish Embassy in Washington, D.C. 

In 1965 and in 1966 I was awarded Outstanding Professor 
by the Student Council of Boston University.

In 1968 I was invited to be the only Jewish member of the 
Laymen’s Conference on Ecumenical Affairs in the office 
of Richard Cardinal Cushing, the Roman Catholic Cardinal 
of Boston. His autographed and dedicated photo brings 
back pleasant memories.

In 1969, upon returning from a visit to the Soviet Union, 
my wife Rahel and I were invited to meet with President 
Zalman Shazar, President of the State of Israel, to give a 
report of my meeting with Soviet Jews. 

Next to his photo hangs an autographed photo of 
Menachem Begin, one of Israel’s greatest heroes 
and Prime Ministers. 

Opposite hangs a personally autographed photo dedicat-
ed to me by Richard Nixon, President of the United States 
of America.

In 1974 I went to Egypt at a time when Egypt and Israel 
were still at war. I had travelled there to visit with and to 
consult members of Cairo’s remaining Jewish community. 

dedication is not always smooth. There are bumps upon 
that road and sometimes we may stumble and fall. But 
with the knowledge that there are people who depend 
upon us, who love us, who trust us, we are able to lift 
ourselves up unhindered and undaunted.

I have lived most of my life in the past. It has cost me 
immense suffering. I am not of this generation and it has 
been difficult and often painful for me to lead those who 
in this generation have looked to me for guidance.

As the years of my life begin to draw to a close, I think of 
what I could have done and who I could have been. When 
I retired in 2007, my daughter Liora gave me a project. She 
wanted me to write the story of my life and give a copy 
to each of my children and grandchildren so that, as they 
read it, they would know more of some things I achieved. 
As I began to write, memories flooded into my mind as I 
quickly attempted to put them on paper. I don’t think that 
my grandchildren have read the life story I printed and 
bound for them. Their generation is a computer-iphone-
smartphone one, not a generation that sits down togeth-
er, reads poetry, studies history, shares family memories. 
Chanukah is a reminder to re-dedicate ourselves to family 
values, to re-commit our lives to the service of our fellow 
men, to smash the false idols of society and rebuild the 
towers of faith.

Rabbi Zaitchik would have been proud of me now as he 
was forty-two years ago. The Epilogue of my life story is 
a collection of memories of events and of achievements. 

I am not a Shmuel but I hope that I have been a good Yiftach. 
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Upon returning to Israel I met with Shimon Peres, then Is-
rael’s Minister of Defense, on July 18 in Tel-Aviv. I informed 
him of my visit and stated that Egyptian officials hinted 
to me that they were prepared to make peace with Israel. 

I showed him the album, ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPYT, given 
to me as a gift and inscribed, “To Rabbi Ben-Sorek with 
best wishes and a shared hope for a just and permanent 
peace in the Middle East” signed by His Excellency Dr. Ke-
mal Abou Elmagd, Minister of Information, Cairo, June 1974.

Minister Peres did not believe that peace with Egypt 
would be forthcoming in the near future. Some years 
later, Peres became President of Israel. Whenever I look 
at the photo of me with him, I smile, recalling his lack of 
faith at that time.

On another wall is framed my poem in honor of America’s 
200 years of independence, published in the CONGRESSIO-
NAL RECORD of May 18, 1976.

In 1976 the National Conference of Christians and Jews 
presented me with a citation of Builder of Brotherhood.

From 1980 to 2006 I was Director of Pastoral Counseling 
Services at the Margaret Tietz Center, a facility for Holo-
caust survivors.

On August 5, 1982 I was invited to be the Guest Chaplain 
at the House of Representatives to deliver the opening 
prayer in the Congress of the United States. 

In 1986 the Seaford Jewish Center awarded me a Life 
Tenure Contract at special ceremonies at a reception in 
my honor.

From 1987 to 1989 I served as President of The Long Island 
Board of Rabbis.

In July 1995 I was made an Honorary Member of the Israel-
itische Gemeente of Aruba. I had served the Dutch Jewish 
community as visiting Rabbi each summer for five years.

From 1993 to 2006 I served as Rabbi in the Conservative 
Howard Beach Judea Center and was appointed Police 
Clergy Liason to the New York City Police Department and 
Auxiliary Jewish Chaplain to the NYPD.

On May 16, 2005 the State of New York presented me with 
a Legislative Resolution adopted in the Senate and As-
sembly honoring me for 50 years of dedicated service.

These are only a few of the memories of a long and ful-
filled lifetime. They serve to remind me that once I was a 
SOMEONE.  Now, only a SOMETHING basking in memories 
and surrounded by loving family.

On Tuesday evening, September 1st, thousands of New 
Yorkers, including many GNS members, protested against 
Senator Kirsten Gillibrand’s plan to vote for the danger-
ous Iran deal, in front of the Senator’s office at 780 Third 
Avenue (49th Street) in Manhattan.  The bi-partisan rally 
and press conference, delivered the message: “Gillibrand: 
Don’t Surrender America; Join Senator Chuck Schumer 
To Oppose This Bad Deal!” The New York City police in-
formed GNS members, Jeffrey Wiesenfeld and Dr. Paul 
Brody, among the rally’s co-organizers from the Jewish 
Rapid Response Coalition (JRRC), who also led a massive 
rally in Times Square on July 22nd  opposing the Iran deal, 
that the 7,000 person strong crowd was the largest ral-
ly ever held in front of a Senator’s office. Rabbi Hershel 
Schachter, renowned Rosh Kollel of Yeshiva University, 
told Dr. Brody that when he learned of the Stop Iran Rally 
to protest Senator Gillibrand’s planned vote, he deemed it 
of utmost importance for him and his charges to be pres-
ent, and led 50 of his students to the rally from Washing-
ton Heights.  Larry Domnitch, son of GNS Chairman of the 
Board Harold and Lorraine Domnitch, also played a large 
role in both rallies.

Rav Hershel Shachter, Rosh Kollel Yeshiva University 
holding protest sign with one of the rally organizers, Dr. 

Paul Brody; Assemblyman Dov Hikind, who delivered a 
fiery speech, and Shani Hikind, Executive Vice President, 

Ateret Cohanim/Jerusalem Chai.
Photo Credit: BrodyBunch Productions
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Iran Nuclear Deal:
Thousands in New York Protest

I am not a Shmuel but I hope that 
I have been a good Yiftach. 
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What Do You See?

By Robyn Spector-Blumner LCSW

I would like to report to the community that with the help 
of our highly insightful President Hal Chadow, we have 
taken our Bikur Cholim to the next step. We are in the 
midst of amalgamating the shuls in our Great Neck area 
to become a unified Bikur Cholim Council. Our goal is to 
have bi-monthly meetings to keep all apprised of commu-
nity issues to aid each other and brainstorm each other’s 
needs. However, each shul would continue to handle their 
congregant’s cultural, emotional and physical needs ac-
cordingly. It would create a community closeness and 
unity that may truly aid our community at large.

Due to unforeseen circumstances, for the past three 
months both of my parents became ill simultaneously. I 
was caregiving both of them between hospitals and re-
hab centers, visiting both daily and dealing with all their 
various needs. My parents have been divorced since I was 
sixteen years old and the constant query was, “Why don’t 
you just have them in the same facility?”  Smiling I would 
retort, “I would have to divide them with the iron curtain.”

Subsequently, my brother Jay wanted my father to stay 
in an assisted living facility in Atlanta, Georgia near him 
so that he could watch over him more closely and visit 
him.  In addition, he became responsible for the sale of 
his Florida home along with my wonderful husband. My 
mother was sent home with an aide and appears to be 
managing well on her own for now.

Walking the halls of two hospitals and rehab facilities, I 
was exposed to many sights and sounds. For example, a 
patient crying out for her mother who is 90, a gentleman 
sitting in a wheelchair with gazed eyes looking into space 
and another patient calling me her daughter’s name every 
day that I would visit.

I was accustomed to these images and I was trained to 
handle these situations.  However, the story did not start 
there. The story has a different start than this ending. 
I would like to share a poem that perhaps many of you 
have read before.  It is more than just about this person, 
it is a metaphor about who and what the essence of a 
human is.

This poem was written by a Scottish nurse 
named Phyllis McCormack in 1966.

Look Closer (The Cranky Old Man) 

What do you see nurses what do you see?

What are you thinking when you look at me?

A crabbit old woman not very wise,

Uncertain of habit, with far away eyes,

Who, quite unresisting, lets you do as you will 

With bathing and feeding the long day to fill 

I’ll tell you who I am as I sit here so still,

As I move at your bidding, as I eat at your will.

I’m a child of ten with a father and mother, 

Brothers and sisters who loved one another.

A bride now at 20 - my heart gives a leap, 

Remembering the vows that I promised to keep, 

At 25 now I have young of my own 

Who need me to build a secure happy home 

At 50 once more babies play around my knee 

Again we know children, my loved one and me.

Dark days are upon me, my husband is dead I look at the 

future, I shudder with dread 

For my young are all busy with young of their own, 

And I think of the years and the love that I’ve known.

The body it crumbles, 

Grace and vigour depart 

There is now a stone where I once had a heart 

But inside this old carcass, a young girl dwells 

And now and again my battered heart swells 

I remember the joys, I remember the pain, 

And I’m loving and living life over again 

I think of the years all too few - gone too fast 

And accept the stark fact that nothing can last, 

So open your eyes, nurse, open and see, 

Not a crabbit old woman, look closer - see ME.

May we all merit from seeing through the eyes of others 
to be able to understand their lives somewhat clearer.

Happy Chanukah from the Blumner family!
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It seems all the interesting stuff is only

for grown-ups, secrets in languages

I don’t understand. When I ask 

questions, always the same answer:

“You’ll understand when you get older.”

I’m impatient, can’t wait to be older. 

At four, I want to do things myself:

take the trolley car, read books, imitate 

what comes so easily to my sister at nine. 

One night, with the hubris of Icarus,

I venture alone into the dark upstairs hallway. 

I stretch on tiptoes, to be taller, to reach

my future grown-up self sooner.

I measure progress by the light switch

on the wall sconce at the top of the stairs.

I reach up, touch the switch, feel its 

scored plastic grip, try to turn it, but

my toes can’t hold me long enough

to maintain full contact. I try again. 

Still it eludes me. Wobbly legs ready

to rebel. Frustrated, tired, I reach once more.

Suddenly balance lost, I plunge backwards

hurtle down the stairs. Everything upside down; 

I somersault twice; then slow to a bounce

like a ball running out of energy. I feel the impact

of each hard, bare wooden step as it rises to 

meet me on my journey down the full flight. 

Sobbing hysterically, body and ego bruised

wings of my hubris clipped, I land 

back in the childhood I long to escape. 

46
The Wall Sconce 

at the Top of the Stairs

By Annie Karpenstein
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I love food.   And I love to eat.  Around the holidays, I viv-
idly remember my mother’s chicken soup with knaidels.  
And her delicious luckshen kugel, filled with raisins and 
apples. At times, I dream not of madeleines, but of mandel 
bread with chocolate chips and walnuts. So you can un-
derstand that I am one of those people who hates to fast.  
I just don’t like it.  I find it makes me cranky.  Sometimes 
it gives me a headache.  As Yom Kippur approaches every 
year, I become somewhat anxious just thinking about it.  

I’ve tried to overcome my dislike of fasting.  I read articles 
and books to inspire me.  I read that the fasting will help 
me to be able to focus.  I will become less interested in 
the material aspects of living and focus more on the tran-
scendent aspects of my life.  I like that idea.  I try it. I am 
a total failure. I do focus, but it is on the food that I am 
wishing for. It is on how many more pages we will need to 
finish or how many more minutes it will be until I can eat.

I’ve read that the entirety of the Yom Kippur set of rituals 
is to help us to encounter the life/death nexus, with em-
phasis on the “death” part.   At other times of the year, we 
can fool ourselves into thinking that life may just go on 
forever.  On Yom Kippur, the liturgy and the prohibitions 
on eating, drinking and engaging in sex push us towards 
imagining the possibility of our own death or the deaths 
of those we love.  We are engaged in the process of dy-
ing, a little at a time throughout the day of Yom Kippur.  
We read, for some with fear, “who will live and who will 
die…”   And I think about life and death.  I realize that it is 
at the times when I am actually sick and lose my appetite 
completely that I can identify more with someone who is 
sick or dying.  However, while fasting, I get hungrier and 
hungrier and more and more in touch with what it’s like 
to live, albeit in an unpleasant state.

This past Yom Kippur, as I sat there being hungry, I sud-
denly got it. I was hungry.  And it wasn’t uplifting or 
transcendent.  It was uncomfortable and difficult.  It was 
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Fast Food

 

By Nechama Liss-Levinson

what hundreds of millions of people all over the world feel 
every day.  It’s what millions of Americans suffer, particu-
larly young children and the elderly. It’s what tens of thou-
sands of Jewish families are experiencing in New York, on 
days that I can eat whatever and whenever I want.   

With this realization, my longtime dislike of fasting van-
ished in a moment.  I realized that for me, the goal of the 
fasting was to develop empathy with those individuals 
who lack food, who suffer from food insufficiency.   I re-
membered a program my daughter, Bluma, had organized 
years before during college, called the OXFAM Banquet.  
As college students came to the banquet, they were as-
signed to a table.  Some tables were filled with a sumptu-
ous dinner.  Others were more modest.  Some only had a 
cup of rice.  And some people had nothing.  The students 
came, they ate (or not) and they understood better the 
need to change something in the structure of the food 
supply in the world.  

This year, on Yom Kippur, I was seated in the section 
for those who got no food.  I didn’t feel uplifted.  I felt 
hungry.  When the day was over, I ate.  I also knew it 
was my responsibility to make a difference, to continue 
to be involved in Great Neck Synagogue’s Hunger Initia-
tive, in our Pass It Forward Program for Rosh HaShana 
and Passover, our Kol Nidre Food Drive, our Thanksgiving 
for Low Income Seniors in our community.  I needed to be 
committed to writing checks to organizations, both local 
and global that will provide food for the hungry, seeds for 
farmers to plant, solar power for irrigation (think: MAZON, 
City Harvest, FINCA, AJWS, Leket, Innovation: Africa, Meir 
Panim, Tomchei Shabbos, God’s Love We Deliver).  I need 
to be more involved in the politics of food supply and de-
mand.   The list goes on.  I may not finish all that needs to 
be done.  But it is my responsibility to be part of it.    

“   being hungry
(It’s) what hundreds of millions of people 

all over the world feel every day.
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Chanukah: Adults Only(?)

By Rabbi Daniel Coleman
Chaplain, North Shore University Hospital

dcoleman@nshs.edu

As my teenage years progressed, I noticed that Cha-
nukkah seemed to have decreasing relevance: the 
gifts were less exciting, and playing with fire for 
eight nights in a row didn’t hold as much attraction. 

Judging by the calls I get each year, I’m not alone; my 
office receives many generous offers to donate toys 
to pediatric patients for Chanukkah. Yet not one call-
er in the last decade has asked whether they could 
support the hundreds of adults that will be spending 
Chanukkah with us at North Shore Hospital.  I’m con-
vinced that these donors don’t dispute that adults 
deserve a gift from time to time - not least during 
one of the darkest periods of their life. Rather, I be-
lieve that it derives from a mentality that Chanukkah 
couldn’t possibly have something to offer us adults 
and therefore we’ll focus our energy on making it fun 
for kids.

Strengthening this belief is the very root of the word 
“Chanukkah” i.e. chinuch, meaning dedication or “ed-
ucation.”   I’m thankful most evenings as I see my son 
occupied with homework and school projects that 
my formal (secular) education is behind me. Despite 
being the “people of the book,” we can be forgiven for 
thinking that education is something you focus on 
in your youth, and that Chanukkah - emblematic of 
“education” -is primarily targeted for kids. 

But chinuch is not just for kids - and neither is 
Chanukkah!  There’s an opinion that the custom of 
Chanukkah ‘gelt’ (money) arose in a poorer era when 
coins were given to kids on Chanukkah to distribute 
to those in need, thereby not only educating kids, 
but also reminding the adults to rededicate them-
selves to important mitzvot such as tzedakah.

At North Shore, a premier academic medical center, 
with many hundreds of physicians and research-
ers on campus, as well as a highly educated patient 
population, I give thought each year as to how I will 
present the timeless messages of Chanukkah in a 
mature, relevant, and exciting way. The challenge is 
especially pronounced since the level and duration 
of secular education frequently obscures an individ-
ual’s level of Jewish education.   

As an aside, the North Shore-LIJ Health System (soon 
to be rebranded Northwell Health) takes its commit-
ment to an educated workforce very seriously. In ad-
dition to establishing the nation’s largest corporate 
university in health care, their 50,000 employees can 
access considerable support towards their pursuit 
of an advanced degree - a benefit I personally re-
ceived when, together with physicians and scores 
of other colleagues, I recently completed an MBA.  If 
major corporations are this dedicated to growth and 
development, surely we owe it to ourselves to com-
mit to furthering our personal spiritual growth. 

For many members of the hospital community, our 
(adults only) annual Chanukkah party may be the only 
Jewish event they go to each year.  I realized years 
ago that inviting kids to sing Chanukkah songs was 
infantilizing the event and was in fact bad chinuch, 
supporting the myth that Chanukkah is all about 
kids. When we started serving champagne (OK, it’s 
really sparkling apple cider), and decking the walls 
with Jewish and secular quotes about light and dark, 
word got around and attendance started to increase. 
The crowds really come when we invite physicians 
and former patients to talk of the miracles they wit-
nessed during the year. (This year we are adding a 
supersized dreidel piñata. Yes it’s Hellenistic and 
seems to contradict most of what I’ve said till now, 
but it’s also a great way to let off steam. As a bonus 
when wielding ‘Judah Maccabee’s stick’ to strike the 
enemy, the adults get a chance to recreate some of 
the ancient drama of the Chanukkah story.)

Of course, each day and each moment is a miracle 
- something that my patients often remind me to ap-
preciate, and something which Chanukkah reminds 
us too. (As we know, the fact that the Chashmonaim 
found enough oil for even one day, or the fact that 
the natural world is designed to enable oil to burn 
at all, are among the reasons why Chanukkah is cel-
ebrated for eight days instead of just seven.)  But 
our tendency is to take the everyday miracle for 
granted.  With more babies being born at our facility 
than almost any other hospital in the country, it’s 
easy to take (even) the miracle of birth for granted - 
until I’m called to respond to a fetal demise. In fact, 
I write these words just days after speaking at our 
perinatal loss memorial service; sadly each year the 
auditorium is full of parents and siblings that have 
experienced the absence of a miracle.

In asking hundreds of patients “what is your favor-
ite Chanukkah moment or miracle” my bikkur cholim 
team learned a lot, laughed a lot, cried a lot, and was 
able to gently encourage patients to talk about what 
Chanukkah and Judaism means to them, and what 
their hopes are. You can email me for the collated 
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responses. And do try this at home.

And then there’s the subject of gifts - something that 
frequently comes up in one way or another during 
my patient consults. For example, when I’m on inter-
disciplinary team rounds and we are lamenting the 
absence of a donor for our patient that’s been slowly 
dying of liver or kidney failure. Or, when we grapple 
to reconcile a family’s decision to deny the “gift of 
life” to multiple people by refusing to donate their 
loved ones organs, the seasonal theme of gift giving 
is elevated to a whole new level. 

On the subject of donating a part of ourselves, I com-
mend GNS Men’s Club for recently hosting a blood 
drive, and invite anyone that is able to come to do-
nate blood at the hospital. It’s so desperately needed. 
You’ll get free parking (and a free meal!), but an even 
nicer spot in heaven. Ask me for more information.

And then there’s the reflective moments with so 
many patients and family members when I invite 
them to tell me (and each other) about the spiritual 
gifts they’ve given to and received from others. This 
often leads to conversations about how they are 
likely to or desire to be remembered. This is some-
thing you can do at home on Chanukkah, and a great 
way to emphasize how the most important things 
in our home and lives aren’t the material things we 
tend to accumulate (and give), but rather the people, 
and the love that we spread and receive. 

Just as one flame can ignite another which in turn 
can continue to light another candle long after the 
first flame has extinguished, our ability to influence, 
inspire, and be connected to others has the potential 
to last far beyond this earthly existence. Given our 
immense power to affect both our surroundings and 
future generations, Chanukkah is an ideal time to ask 
ourselves what we want to rededicate ourselves to. 

Each of us - young and old - have things we could 
be working on. Perhaps it’s reaching out to someone 
in distress, repairing or enhancing a relationship, or 
switching off our phone at the dinner table. Maybe 
it’s educating ourselves on a new skill e.g. learning a 
few key words in a foreign language so we can bet-
ter greet and communicate with our neighbors, or 
learning better self-care or coping skills. 

To conclude, many of us may never have explored 
Chanukkah’s sublime metaphors as adults. Chanuk-
kah is an opportune time to contemplate our gifts, 
how we choose to use them, and who we might 
share them with. Some of us may need to ask our-
selves if we could become more gracious or appre-
ciative receivers of the gifts of love and attention 

that’s bestowed upon us by God and others. I have 
learned much from exploring Chanukkah’s traditions, 
laws, and themes with my patients and their fami-
lies, as well as my own loved ones. Especially from 
their courage - and despair - in the face of darkness 
and overwhelming odds. To them, I have dedicated a 
booklet of Chanukkah inspirations that resulted from 
many of these conversations. (I’m happy to send you 
a copy.)   

My hope is that one day my phone will ring with an 
offer to support gifts geared to an adult patient pop-
ulation. After all, wouldn’t you want a Chanukkah gift 
of the tangible variety if you were hospitalized? In 
the meantime, they get the booklet.

Let’s reclaim Chanukkah for adults - one night, and 
one gift, at a time.

A little bit of light 
dispels a lot of darkness

- Rabbi Schneur Zalman of Liadi
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Sisterhood of

 Great Neck Synagogue

By Farla Frumkin, President

Dear Friends,

Your Sisterhood is an organization that promotes friend-
ship, learning, and support.  Throughout the year we 
have several events, most free of charge, where we can 
explore different subjects and have fun. 

This past fall, we had a very successful Rosh Hashanah 
card sale, featuring the lovely artwork of Celia Lemonik.  
Thank you very much to both Judy Lillien and Celia for 
organizing this fundraiser.

As we go to press, Sisterhood is finalizing our fall events!  
A very grateful thank you to Robyn Blumner for chairing 
our Annual Chai Sisterhood Dinner.  Our speaker, Dahlia 
Klein, a well-known cookbook author will discuss her lat-
est book, “Spiritual Kneading through the Jewish Months: 
Building the Sacred through Challah.”  

Our Annual Chanukah Boutique is always a smashing 
success!  This year we plan to have designer jewelry, eye-
wear, furs, books, cookware, makeup, Judaica, and much 
more!  Planned for December 1st, it is sure to be quite 
the busy shopping adventure.  Thank you to our boutique 
chairs Cindy Ludwig and Jackie Nissan who have worked 
so hard to acquire new and varied vendors.

Our Mah Jongg card sale is going strong!  Please remem-
ber to buy your cards by January 22, 2016.  What an easy 
way to support your Sisterhood – you were going to buy 
those cards, anyway, right?

The Sisterhood is also helping our members stay fit! 
Thank you very much to Pia Shlomo for holding yoga 
classes for our members.  And let’s all come to our 12 
day detox program presented by Pamela Bilfeld of Pam’s 
Recipes on Dec 15th.  And now that we are all fit, look for 
our other events this spring, including a cake decorating 
demonstration and a cooking demonstration.

Remember all your support for the Sisterhood is reflected 
in all the good we do for our Shul.  The Sisterhood funds 
Bar and Bat Mitzvah gifts, New Baby Baskets, Scholar-
ships, and Shiva meals. There are so many people with-
out their support all of our events would not happen.  In 

addition to all the great people mentioned above, I would 
like to give a shout out to Vivian Kron, Diane Rein, Susan 
Mayer, Cindy Hodkin, Janet Lenchner, Shahnaz Malekhan, 
Chava Shalmon, Sheila Bachman, and Kimberly Mayer for 
all their support and help.

Please come to our meetings and get involved!  We are 
always looking for new and fun events! We hope to see 
you at many of our events! Chag Sameach!

Farla
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Rebbetzins’ Recipe Corner

Sweet Potato and Parsnip Latkes 

with Chunky 5-Spice Applesauce

Rebbetzin Ellen Polakoff

1 package A&B Salmon, frozen and sliced
1 egg, beaten slightly 
1 tablespoon water
½ cup seasoned bread crumbs

Preheat oven to 400 degrees. 
Beat egg slightly.  Add 1 tablespoon water. Pour bread 
crumbs into shallow bowl. Dip frozen fish slices into egg 
and then into bread crumbs. Arrange the coated slices on 
prepared baking sheet and bake for 10 minutes. Flip and 
bake for an additional 10 minutes. Serve with lemon and 
lime wedges. 

Enjoy!

51

Salmon Latkes

Rebbetzin Katie Lichter

Latkes
1 pound sweet potatoes, peeled
½ pound parsnips, peeled
salt to taste
¼ cup flour
2 large eggs
¼ cup vegetable oil

Applesauce
6 MacIntosh or Granny Smith apples, peeled, cored, and 
cut into 1-inch chunks
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon apple cider vinegar
1 teaspoon lemon zest
½ teaspoon Chinese 5-spice powder
1 tablespoon sugar

For the applesauce - combine all applesauce ingredients 
in a large pot over medium heat. Cook for 10 to 15 minutes 
until apples begin to break down but haven’t lost all of 
their structure. Remove from heat and cool until ready 
to serve.

For the latkes - grate the sweet potatoes and parsnips 
on a box grater or in your food processor and transfer 
to a large bowl. Season with salt and add flour; stir to 
combine. Add eggs and stir well.

Form 3-inch latkes that are about ½-inch thick. In a large 
pan, heat oil. Fry latkes about 4 minutes per side or un-
til golden brown and cooked through. Drain on a paper 
towel and season with salt. Serve with applesauce.
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Happy Chanukah
from the entire

Everfresh Family!

חג אורים שמח!
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With a Song in my Heart

By Stuart Kaufman

My subject is the art of singing. Specifically, my singing. Why? 
Because I am overjoyed to tell you that, wonder of wonders, I 
have been accepted as a member of the Charleston Symphony 
Orchestra Chorus and, since I am incapable of enjoying any-
thing in silence, I decided to present it to you.

I love to sing. I have always loved to sing. When I am in the 
shower, the walls resound with the glorious sound of my 
voice. My selections are eclectic — including (but not limited to) 
Motown, rockabilly, country standards, opera and selections 
of 19th-century eastern European cantorial liturgy. I have no 
doubt that, in other parts of the house, my wife rejoices in the 
spectacular sounds that I produce as I perform my ablutions — 
although she has never actually voiced her appreciation.

It started when a friend of mine, Leah Whatley, mentioned 
to me that she is a member of the Symphony Chorus. I was 
totally impressed. Leah is a political activist, a licensed mas-
sage therapist, a former cop and a singer! I told her that I had 
always dreamed of being part of a chorus. So she suggested 
that I attend the August auditions. I then confessed that there 
was one slight hiccup: I don’t read music. Leah thought for 
a moment and then responded with the encouraging words, 
“probably not a problem. They need guys.”

Wow! I qualify. I am a guy! So, I applied and, after several 
missed emails, I was informed that an audition had been 
scheduled for me.

I arrived at the Cato Center at the College of Charleston at the 
appointed time, was ushered into an office and introduced to 
the music director, Dr. Robert Taylor, the associate music direc-
tor, Jordan Boyd and the pianist accompanist, Susan McAdoo, all 
of whom were pleasant and welcoming. Dr. Taylor asked me if I 
had had any choral experience. I proudly responded that, in fact, 
I had been a member of the eighth-grade chorus of the Yeshiva 
of Central Queens. There was a moment of silence and a be-
mused look or two, following which they asked me to vocalize 
some scales, which I did. They complimented my voice (ahem!) 
and I then told them that, in the interest of full disclosure, it 
was important that they know that I am not able to read music. 
Dr. Taylor looked at the others, remained quiet for a few mo-
ments and then responded “That’s okay. We need guys.”

I was in! I was assigned to the “bass one” section (Wow! I’m 
a bass! Who knew? I couldn’t wait to sing “Ole Man River” in 
the shower!)

I was welcomed by my brethren in the bass section and of-
ficially began my career as a chorister by joining them to 
rehearse our first presentation of the new season, Handel’s 
“Zadok the Priest.” If you have watched television within the 
past few months and seen the AT&T commercial with people 
shown hanging on ropes from various cliffs and laughing ma-
niacally while using telephones, then you will immediately 
recognize this piece of music. It is a booming, spectacular 
anthem, written by Handel to underscore the coronation of 
kings. I mean, it is really, REALLY spectacular.

The Chorus was to perform it with the orchestra at the gala 
opening of the Gaillard Center, the impressive new home for 
the musical arts in Charleston. My first reaction was that this 
would be a fitting setting for my debut as a classical perform-
ing artist (I do not count my various appearances in Greenwich 
Village cafes as a member of a bluegrass band in the early 
1960s). Because of the fact that I had listened to the piece in-
numerable times in preparation for my audition, I was able to 
follow the music and sing without unduly embarrassing my-
self. Every subsequent Tuesday evening we rehearsed and the 
rehearsals were a highlight of my week.

Dress rehearsal was called for the Saturday evening before 
the performance. We were to rehearse with the full orchestra 
and we were instructed to dress in our performance clothes 
for publicity photos. I dutifully showed up in my brand new 
Joseph A. Bank tuxedo (hanging in my closet are tuxedos 
from size 42-48 inclusive, but none looked good enough for 
my debut). We were assigned places, walked onto the stage 
and stood on several tiered platforms behind the orchestra. I 
have never experienced that particular view before. Looking 
out over the backs of the members of a full symphony orches-
tra, facing the conductor, into an absolutely gorgeous concert 
hall is an amazing adventure. The conductor signaled and the 
heavens opened. I was excited from the beginning until the 
end. I couldn’t wait for the next night, when we would be do-
ing it for real!

Finally, the performance date arrived. The Gaillard Center, a 
magnificent venue, was sparkling in its debut. It can honestly 
be termed a jewel in the crown of the City of Charleston and 
is an exception to the general rule that government produces 
nothing of lasting value. The Gaillard is a joint venture of public 
and private funds and it is as close to perfect as I can imagine. 
I was absolutely confident that, if structures could experience 
emotions, the Gaillard would be thrilled at its role as the site 
for my debut and I was satisfied that it was a fitting venue for 
my entrance into the big time.

All kidding aside, I can attest to the fact that having the oppor-
tunity to perform world-class music as part of a world-class 
choir, with a world-class orchestra, in a world-class audito-
rium is an experience beyond parallel. Try to imagine that 
you are inside a gigantic pipe organ and that you are actually 
contributing to the creation of the sublime sound that it is 
producing. That is the best way that I can describe what I 
experienced that evening. It was electric. I can usually find the 
words to adequately describe my experiences. This time, no 
matter how hard I am trying, I am not adequately conveying 
the totality of the emotional impact that it had on me.

I hope that you have the chance to visit the Gaillard Center 
this season. It is absolutely worth seeing, even if you don’t 
ever have the opportunity to sing on its stage. I can attest 
to the fact having the opportunity to sing on its stage is an 
experience without equal.

Stuart & Susan Kaufman, 
longtime members of GNS 
are presently active in the 
Charleston, SC community. 

Stuart is head gabbai at Brith 
Sholom Beth Israel Congrega-
tion and also a writer for the 

Charleston Mercury. 
Reprinted by permission, 

Charleston Mercury ©2015
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The Love of Heidi

By Esor Ben-Sorek, Ph.D.

Johanna Spyri (1827-1891) was Switzerland’s most be-
loved author of short stories and childrens’ books. Her 
most famous book, published in Zurich in 1880, was 
called “Heidi.” Beloved by readers the world over, it has 
been translated from German into fifty-two languages. 
Spyri’s dedication to her book was “written for children 
and for all those who love children.”

“Heidi” was based upon an 1830 book written by a Ger-
man teacher, Hermann Adam von Kamp, which he called 
“Adelaide- das Madchen vom Alpengebirge” (“Adelaide’ 
The Girl From the Alps”). As a young girl, Johanna Spyri 
had read it and was deeply influenced by it. She called 
his Adelaide her Heidi.

Spyri married a Swiss lawyer and had one son, Bern-
hard. Tragically, they both died in 1884, a few months 
apart from one another.  Johanna found much comfort 
in prayer, God seemed to provide her with the solace 
she needed and she continued to write and to publish 
for the last seven years of her life.

In 1938 when I was five years old, my father took me 
to a movie theater to see the film “Heidi” which starred 
the beautiful young Shirley Temple and the warm and 
loving Danish actor, Jean Hersholt.

It told the story of a loving relationship between a 
young child and a grumpy hermit grandfather. I remem-
ber that I cried when Heidi was taken away from her 
grandfather. Their love was akin to the love between 
me and my zaideh and I cried because I could not bear 
the thought of being separated from him. My father 
used to remark to his siblings about me, “er hot a far-
brente lieb fur unser tatteh” (he has a burning love for 
our father).

I don’t know of any child who has not read Spyri’s 
“Heidi.” It is the story of a five year old orphan child 
living in a Swiss valley being raised by an aunt. When 
Heidi was eight years old her aunt took her to the Alps 
and deposited her with her paternal grandfather. He 
had differences with the local villagers several years 
before and he left the village to live in a small cottage 
high up in the Alps. He was bitter, hurt and angry by 
the treatment he had received from the villagers and 
began to live the life of a hermit, far away from people, 
sustaining himself on goat’s milk and cheese. He had 
never met his granddaughter and he resented the aunt 
for bringing her to live with him. He did not know how 
to care for a child. But Heidi told him, “do not worry, 
grandfather. I will take care of you. I will cook for you 
and sweep your floors and clean your clothes for you.” 

The old grandfather was amazed to hear such words 
from an eight year old child and a bond of love began to 
grow between them.

Heidi made a friend in young Peter the goat-herder and 
he taught her about life on the mountains of the Alps. 
She visited him at his cottage and was always warmly 
welcomed by his mother, Brigette, and his old and blind 
grandmother whom she learned to call “Granny.” Heidi 
found happiness living with her hermit grandfather un-
til one day her aunt returned and stole her away from 
him. Heidi was to be taken to Frankfurt to work in the 
home of the wealthy Stresemann family as a compan-
ion to their young disabled daughter, Clara. The family 
tutor taught Heidi how to read and write, how to be a 
good and close friend to Clara, and her life in the Stre-
semann’s Frankfurt home was one of luxury she had 
never known.

The family’s housekeeper, Fraulein Rottenmeier, dis-
liked Heidi and was resentful of the affection she re-
ceived from Clara’s parents. She did everything pos-
sible to mistreat Heidi, to give her skimpy meals, to 
make her do chores and even plotted to get rid of Heidi 
by selling her to gypsies.

Heidi could have been happier in Frankfurt but she 
longed for her grandfather in the Swiss village of Dorfli 
and she cried herself to sleep at night thinking of him 
and wondering who would take care of him.

Clara’s grandmother visited the Stresemann home fre-
quently and came to love young Heidi. She saw that 
Heidi and Clara were inseparable friends and she saw 
Clara’s improved spirits since Heidi came to live with 
the family. One day, the grandmother heard Heidi cry-
ing and tried to comfort her. Heidi explained how much 
she missed her beloved grandfather. And Clara’s grand-
mother embraced the sad young girl and said to her, 
“My child, when you feel lonely or are in distress, talk 
to God. Open up your heart to God. He will hear you and 
He will help you.”
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A year later, Heidi returned to the cottage on the Alps 
and thrust herself into the open and strong arms of her 
grandfather. Both of them wept tears of joy. Heidi was 
re-united with her friend, Peter, and visited him often, 
bringing gifts of food which she had brought from Ger-
many for his blind grandmother.

Life was enjoyable once again in the pure mountain air 
of the Swiss Alps. Heidi taught her grandfather how to 
pray, even though he protested that he was too old to 
learn. But one day, after many years had passed, he 
climbed down from his mountain abode and went to 
the small church in the village.

The villagers who remembered him were delighted to 
see him and welcomed him back warmly. He was grate-
ful for Heidi’s teachings and for her faith in a loving God.

Months later, the Stresemann family together with 
Clara came to visit. Clara remained with Heidi and her 
grandfather for one month. But Peter was angry or jeal-
ous that Clara had now consumed so much of Heidi’s 
attention and one day he pushed her empty wheel-chair 
down the mountain. Without her wheel-chair, Clara 
had to learn how to walk, step by step, slowly, slowly. 
When the Stresemanns returned to bring Clara home 
to Frankfurt they were astonished at the changes they 
saw. Clara was healthy and strong. The Alpine air suited 
her. And when they saw her walking towards them, they 
wept tears of joy. They promised Heidi that they would 
assume her care after the death of her old grandfather 
so that she would never again have to be alone.

Heidi remained with her grandfather. The bonds of love 
between them were gifts from God. They both prayed 
together whenever they felt distress and Heidi’s love 
for the old man strengthened his faith.

When we returned home from the movie theater I threw 
myself on my bed and wept bitterly. I could not bear 
the thought of separation from my zaideh.  My father 
took me in his arms and said to me, “Do you remember 
what Clara’s grandmother taught Heidi? When you are 
lonely or feeling sad, just talk to God. He will hear you 
and you will feel better.”  Heidi’s love was an inspira-
tion for me. I have never forgotten it. The love of family 
is God’s great gift to each one of us. And when we are 
in need of comfort, let us open up our hearts and talk 
to Him. It helped Heidi. It can surely help all of us.

“When you are lonely or feeling sad, 
just talk to God. 

He will hear you and you will feel better.”

Jews, source of all trouble, officially villified.

Crazed leader labels them filthy vermin. Intellectuals,

media join in with stories, lies, caricatures.

Goosesteppers, arm raised, worship purity.

Swallow ideology. A solid block of darkness 

overpowers the soul. Blackens the spark. Fuels

mindless murder. Craves to hurl scapegoat over cliff.

Jews, rounded up, transported. Possessions 

confiscated, organized. Piles of shoes. Hills

of gold jewelry, teeth. Mounds of eyeglasses.

Huge hills of hair. Meticulous records kept.

Jews, stripped of identity, head shaved, 

arm branded, reduced to a number. Subhuman.

Unfit to live, destined for extermination.

Myriad ways to deliver death blow.

Diabolical ideas to dispose of so many bodies.

Recycle. Boil cadavers. Reduce them to soap. 

Some cadavers flayed. Skin used for lampshades. 

Imagine a soldier, focused on efficiency, washing 

blood soaked hands with remains of filthy vermin,

oblivious to the millions of tiny iridescent bubbles

catching light, dispersing rainbows. 

Or later, reading, his soul floundering in darkness

oblivious to the human lampshade reflecting light, 

muting its brilliance. The hated objects, transmuted,

insubstantial, amorphous. Somehow, still channeling light.
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Recycled

By Annie Karpenstein
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Animal Medicine and Surgery

of Little Neck

Dr. Edward Parver
Veterinarian

47-41 Little Neck Parkway

Little Neck, N.Y. 11362

Office Hours By Appointment
House Calls

Telephone (718) 423-5038
Fax (718) 423-5830

Animal Medicine and Surgery

of Little Neck

Dr. Edward Parver
Veterinarian

47-41 Little Neck Parkway

Little Neck, N.Y. 11362

Office Hours By Appointment
House Calls

Telephone (718) 423-5038
Fax (718) 423-5830

Phyllis &   Jerry Marcus 
want to wish 

the entire congregation a 
Happy Hanukkah

www.goldlabelshirts.com
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News from Charleston, SC
92 Y Webcast Series at BSBI

By Andrew Allen

Brith Sholom Beth Israel Congregation of Charleston 
is participating with New York’s 92nd Street Y in their 
live webcast series. BSBI selected a variety of inter-
views that catered to Jewish topics. Topics include 
conversations ranging from current global events to 
local kosher restaurants.

The synagogue’s selection include notable speakers Rab-
bi Jonathan Sacks, Dr. Erica Brown, Rachel Cowan, Ralph 
Buuitjens, Jacques Pepin & Anthony Bourdain, Harold S. 
Kushner, Rabbi Peter J. Rubinstein and David Gregory.

In attendance, following each webcast, recognized mem-
bers of the Charleston community conducts a Q & A that 
is pertinent to the Jewish community, led by BSBI’s Rabbi 
Moshe Davis and organizer, Monty Schwartz.

At the time of this printing, two events were held. The first, 
World Politics with Ambassador Ralph Buuitjens, which 
had Professor of European History, Maj. Jack Porter,Ph.D., 
from The Citadel, The Military College of South Carolina, 
field questions on “the State of the World.” 

The second event was an interview by Chef Anthony 
Bourdain with Chef Jacques Pepin. Our guests at that 
event were award winning Chef Landen Ganstom and 
Hanna Raskin, Food Editor for the Post & Courier. The live-
ly topic, “is Charleston ready for a full Kosher restaurant?”

The BSBI series was sponsored by Ann & Stanley Baker 
and is free to the public.

If you are visiting Charleston, please join us at this and 
other entertaining events hosted by the shul.

The series “Live from NY’s 92nd Street Y, now in its thirteenth year, 

brings lectures, interviews and readings from nationally and in-

ternationally recognized political figures, entertainers, newsmak-

ers and authors to community organizations across America and 

Canada.  Audiences can take part in discussions with some of the 

world’s most fascinating people.
 

Now celebrating its 140th anniversary, 92nd Street Y is a world-

class, nonprofit cultural and community center that fosters the 

mental, physical and spiritual health of people throughout their 

lives, offering wide-ranging conversations with the world’s best 

minds, an outstanding range of speakers and ideas.

Brith Sholom Beth Israel Congregation

 182 Rutledge Avenue, Charleston SC 29403

FREE

Experience the Warmth, Live the Inspiration

CONGREGATION
Founded 1854

BSBI
Brith Sholom Beth Israel

182 Rutledge Avenue, Charleston, SC 29403

for more info: 843.300.8969

Sunday, October 18

5 pm

World Politics with 

Ralph Buuitjens:
The State of the World

2016

LIVE Webcast

Thursday, October 29

7 pm

Anthony Bourdain 

& Jacques Pepin:
Home & Away

DVD

Originally offered Live 

@ the 92Y

Sunday, November 29

5 pm

World Politics with 

Ralph Buuitjens: 
The End of Europe?

LIVE Webcast

Thursday, November 19

at 7 pm

Harold S. Kushner & 

Rachel Cowan with 

Peter J. Rubinstein: 
Living Well, Aging Well

DVD

Originally offered Live 

@ the 92Y

Wednesday, December 2

7 pm

Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks:

Not in God’s Name - 

Confronting 

Religious Violence

DVD

Originally offered Live 

@ the 92Y

@

Wednesday, December 16

8:15 pm

A Conversation with 

David Gregory, 

Dr. Erica Brown & 

Rabbi Peter J. Rubinstein

LIVE Webcast

Come join us 

in this outstanding series 

of webcast programs 

at BSBI Synagogue

direct from the 92 St Y in NYC

Extraordinary speakers 

discussing the challenges 

and critical issues 

of our time
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Refreshments prior to each program.

Programs begin promptly as noted.

Free Parking Available

This series is sponsored by Ann & Stanley Baker 

in memory of their parents, Dr. Irwin & Janice Karesh and Louis & Pearl Baker

Save The Dates:

Sunday, October 18, 5 pm  •  Thursday, October 29, 7 pm  •  Thursday November 19, 7 pm 

Sunday, November 29, 5 pm  •  Wednesday, December 2, 7 pm  •  Wednesday, December 16, 8:15 pm

725 Stucco Lane
Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464

917 576 0383

andydrewdesign@gmail.com andrew allen
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It is obligatory to light candles, and one should even borrow money to fulfill this mitzvah. If a poor person 
needs money for Chanukah candles the community is obligated to provide for him.

The minimum obligation is that every household should have one candle burning every night. It is customary 
to be scrupulous regarding this mitzvah: to have one candle on the first night and to add an additional candle 
every successive night (2-8), and for everyone in the house to light as well.

Any type of oil is acceptable for use in the menorah, however, it is best to use olive oil. The oil should not be 
made of a forbidden substance, nor should it be something from which it is forbidden to derive benefit.

The menorah should be similar to the menorah in the Temple and hence most authorities forbid using electric 
lights or gas lamps. The light should be clear, and the wicks should not flicker.

It is correct to have a menorah of glass or metal if one is lighting with oil, since other substances such as clay 
become disgusting after one use. If one can afford it, it is correct to buy a beautiful menorah.

If a number of people are lighting in one household they should make a slight separation between their me-
norahs so that there is no confusion to the observer as to the number of candles.

Ideally, the menorah should be placed outside the house to the left of the entrance. Since anti-Semitism was 
so common throughout Jewish history it became customary among many communities to place the menorah 
inside the house, near the entrance or on the table. In many families it is the custom to place the menorah in 
a window facing the public, especially where many people share one entrance (e.g., apartment.)
 
Wax candles are also acceptable, providing they have a single wick.

All wicks are acceptable, but it is best to use cotton. The same wicks may be used over and over again.

The menorah should be no lower than three tfachim from the floor (approx. 10.5 inches) and should be no 
higher than 20 amot from ground level (35.5 ft). Ideally, it should be about 10 tfachim high (35 inches).

The menorah should have all the candles or wicks on the same level, none higher or lower than the others.

It is customary to have an additional candle (the shamash) with which to light the other candles 
and in order to use its light. The shamash should be placed in a way that shows that it is not one 
of the Chanukah candles.

It is forbidden to derive benefit from the light of the menorah just as it was forbidden to derive 
benefit from the menorah in the Temple, and also in order to show that the purpose of the me-
norah is for a mitzvah, not just for illumination.

It is preferable to have the candles in a straight line, and not in a semi-circle, however it is per-
mitted to have them in a semi-circle providing each candle is clearly separated from the others.

It is prohibited to light the shamash from the Chanukah candles.

Left over wicks and oils should be destroyed after Chanukah (except for unused oil left in bottle) 
since they may not be used for anything else. One should not store the used wicks and oil for 
the next year, since there is a probability that it will be used for profane purposes by accident.

There are different customs as to the lighting of the menorah. Some light at sunset. Some light 
about ten minutes after sunset and some light 1/2 hour after. Some specifically light after maariv 
is recited. Ideally a person should follow the custom of his family. If this is not known or is inap-
plicable for any reason, one should follow the custom of the local community.

The Laws of Chanukah
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It is obligatory to put in enough oil, or a long enough candle to burn for at least 1/2 hour after nightfall (i.e. the 
appearance of three medium size stars).

In exceptional circumstances one may light one and a quarter hours before sunset with a blessing. (However 
one should be careful to put in more oil or to use longer candles). If possible it is better to appoint an agent 
to light candles at the correct time, than to light early.

If one forgot or was not able to light at the correct time, one may light as long as people are still awake in the 
house in which one is lighting.

One should prepare the wicks and candles etc. before maariv (if you light after) or well before the time of 
lighting in order to light the menorah at the correct time.

It is best to light in the presence of many people in order to publicize the miracle.

On the first night three brachot (blessings), are recited. “Lehadlik ner shel Chanukah,” “She asa nissim” and 
“Shehecheyanu.” On the other nights only the first two blessings are said.

All the blessings should be recited before actually lighting the candles. First light the shamash before the 
blessings to avoid delay. It is forbidden to speak between the recitation of the blessings and the completion 
of candle lighting.

“HaNarot Hallalu” is recited either during or after the lighting of the additional candles. “Maoz tsur” is then 
sung.

Place the first candle on the extreme right of the menorah. On the second night add a candle to the left of 
the previous one.  Light the newest candle first and proceed to the right.

There are different customs regarding the placement of the candles, some follow the right and left of the 
observer from outside, some follow the right and left of the person lighting inside. One does not add candles 
if he forgot to light on any night.

The menorah should not be moved after it has been lit.

If the menorah was lit in accordance with the requirements of Jewish law and it was extinguished, one is not 
obligated to relight it, but one may relight it without reciting a blessing.

If the menorah was not lit properly in the first place, or was lit in a windy place and blew out, then 
one is obligated to relight if it went out within 1/2 hour after nightfall.

On Friday afternoon, the Chanukah candles should be lit before the Shabbat candle-lighting time 
(if one accepted Shabbat early, it is forbidden to light Chanukah candles). Mincha should be said 
before lighting, if possible.

Remember to put in more oil or bigger candles on Friday, so that they burn 1/2 hour after night-
fall. Try to light just before the Shabbat candles, (without of course delaying the lighting of the 
Shabbat candles.)

After Shabbat, in Shul, one should first light Chanukah candles and then recite havdalah. At home, 
most have the custom of saying havdalah first and then lighting Chanukah candles. One may not 
use the menorah as the candle for havdalah.

If one is a guest at someone’s house (and staying there), one should give the owner a small 
amount of money to buy a portion in their candles and one may fulfill the obligation through the 
owner. Alternatively the guest may light his own menorah.

If one is eating out, then one should light the menorah at his place of residence.

•
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Great Neck Synagogue

Men’s Club

By Hillel Milun, President

The Men’s Club relies on your annual dues to subsidize its 
activities on your behalf.  Our paid-up members receive 
rebates to all Men’s Club chargeable events.  We encour-
age those of you who have not yet become members of 
the Men’s Club to join and we offer a special rate of $18.00 
membership fees for first time members of the Men’s Club.  
Thereafter the regular annual dues remain at $54.00.

We are always appreciative of the support of the syna-
gogue community in general and our Men’s Club paid-
up members in particular.  We have continued to pres-
ent many interesting and diverse activities and events 
throughout the years, and the past year, which was par-
ticularly active, was no exception. 

2014

    Health Care Forum: Dr. Michael J. Salamon, together   
    with LICA spoke on addiction
    A four week course “From Death to Burial” presented 
    by Jerry Weinstein and Rabbi Polakoff 
    A Double Dip Blood Bank - for every unit of blood 
    given, $18 was donated to the MDA
    A highly successful Murder Mystery Dinner at Colbeh 
    Restaurant, with the Sisterhood
    Professor William Helmreich discussed his book, “The 
    New York Nobody Knows: Walking 6,000 Miles in the City.” 
    A talk by Hank Sheinkopf, together with Amy Koplow, 
    Director of the Hebrew Free Burial Association
    Yoni Chetboun, MK, Deputy Speaker of the Knesset, 
    addressed our community 

GNS

Men’s Club

Dr. Robert Knepper, Dr. Isaac Sachmechi, 

Ms. Amanda Sachmechi Mazloumi and Dr. Mitchell Siegel

Oct.

Oct.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Dec.

Dec.

Feb.
March

March

March
April
April

May

May
May

May

June
June
June

Sept.

2015

    Indoor tennis evening in Roslyn with the Sisterhood
    Hershey and Linda Friedman discussed their book, “God 
    Laughed: Sources of Jewish Humor “
    Annual Rabbinic Dialogue with Rabbis Polakoff, Stecker 
    and Feldman at Temple Beth-El
    A trip to Nassau Coliseum to an Islanders hockey game.
    Successful semi-annual blood drive
    With the Great Neck Historical Society, a talk by Sharon   
    Goldwyn on the History of the Great Neck Synagogue 
    Hosted the ZOA with guest speakers Ambassador John 
    Bolton and Morton Klein
    Sold out Defensive Driving Course held  
    Talk by Dr. Paul Marcus on his book, 
    “In Quest of Immortality” 
    Hosted the annual Israel Bonds with guest speaker  
    Malcolm Hoenlein 
    Fifth annual enjoyable fishing trip from Freeport 
    CitiField baseball game outing Mets vs. Giants
    A panel discussion with the ZOA on “Fighting for Israel 
    in the Internet” 
    CitiField baseball game outing Mets vs. Yankees 

Throughout the year the Men’s Club continued presenting 
Kiddush cups to the bar mitzvah boys and assisted with 
food for families of Men’s Club paid-up members who are 
sitting shiva.

We have many exciting and interesting talks, events and 
activities planned for the upcoming year and we look for-
ward to your continued participation. I thank the Men’s 
Club committee for their enthusiasm and hard work 
throughout the year:

Honorary Chairman:    Al Leiderman             
President:            Hilly Milun
Vice-presidents:          Milt Mitzner, Mark Friedman
Committee members:  
              Steve Blumner, James Frisch,  
      Robert Knepper, Michael Kohler, 
      Jack Lipsky, David Rein and Jerry Siegelman

A big thank you to Mark Twersky, Dario Taveras and their 
staff for all their assistance throughout the year.

We wish all our members and their families 
a Happy Chanukah.

Hilly
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GNS

Men’s Club

Baseball at CitiField
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Help Sponsor SCOPE, 

Great Neck Synagogue’s 

Magazine

by placing an AD in 

our next issue
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SYNAGOGUE FUNDS

The following is a list of Great Neck Synagogue funds. Contributions can be made to acknowledge a life cycle event. A donation card will be sent to 

the family acknowledging your contribution.

AARON S. FEINERMAN LIBRARY FUND

The Feinerman Family has established the Aaron S. Feinerman Library Fund which is located in the Youth Center.  Aaron Feinerman was one of the 

early members of the Great Neck Synagogue and learning Torah and teaching children was a very important part of his life.  The library is filled with 
many of Aaron Feinerman’s personal Seforim.  Donations from the community to the Aaron S. Feinerman Library Fund are requested in order to keep 
the library filled with current material to be used by the synagogue’s members and their children for generations.

FLORENCE SHAFFER MEMORIAL FUND

This fund is dedicated in memory of Florence Shaffer, a long time Recording Secretary of the Synagogue and a leader of the Sisterhood. This Fund 

is managed by Sisterhood and provides need-based financial assistance to college women.

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL FUND

This fund has been established for two purposes.  To create a memorial to the Holocaust and the survivors as well as to allow families an opportunity 

to memorialize a family, relative, or village that was sacrificed in the shoah.

ISER MERMELSTEIN BIKUR CHOLIM FUND*

The Iser Mermelstein Bikur Cholim Fund was established by the Lunzer family in memory of Hindi Lunzer’s father, Iser Mermelstein, to provide as-

sistance in times of illness for our community in Great Neck.  Iser Mermelstein lived a life of N’aase V’Nishma - to say yes and then figure out how 
to do what needed to be done.  His Kavod Habriot (respect for Hashem’s creations) coupled with his deeply ingrained sense of chesed and kehilla 
(community) makes the establishment of this Fund a fitting tribute to his memory.  *Distributed at the discretion of the Bikur Cholim of Great Neck.

JACK HERSCHKOWITZ EMERGENCY FUND

Jack Herschkowitz was a longstanding Gabbai of Great Neck Synagogue who began this Fund to offer assistance to people in need.  At a Board of 

Trustees meeting, the Fund was renamed in his memory as a tribute to the tzedakah and chesed he performed.  Donations to the Emergency Fund 

are distributed by the Rabbi.  Funds are disbursed to provide assistance to individuals and institutions both in our community and in Israel.

LIBRARY FUND

Donations to the Library Fund are used to purchase books to supplement the Synagogue’s library, which is open to all members.

MAC MENDER YOUTH FUND

The Mac Mender Youth Fund is dedicated in memory of Mac Mender, former Chairman of the Board of Trustees.  Donations to the Youth Fund assist 

the Youth Department in furthering its programs. 

MURIEL BRAUN MUSIC FUND

The Muriel Braun Music Fund is dedicated in memory of Muriel Braun, who was an active member of the Synagogue Choir and Sisterhood.

PRAYER BOOK FUND

Donations to the Prayer Book Fund are used to purchase Siddurim, Chumashim, and Machzorim for the High Holy Days for use in the Main Sanctu-

ary and Beit Midrash.

SALLY & SEYMOUR OLSHIN ADULT EDUCATION INSTITUTE

The Adult Education program at Great Neck Synagogue has been named the Sally & Seymour Olshin Adult Education Institute in recognition of the 

support and generosity of the Olshin Family, and in memory of Seymour Olshin and his commitment to education and outreach to all Jews.  Donations 

to this Institute are used to further its Jewish educational goals.

SHIVA CHESED FUND
A recent initiative by the congregation saw the creation of the Shiva Chesed Fund. The purpose of this fund is to serve as a central accountable 

location for donations to provide food for a member family during the week of shiva. Donations are collected either at or subsequent to the funeral by 
designated shiva captains and brought in to the office. The cost of meals provided to the shiva home is paid through this fund. The fund is governed 
in such a way so that expenses for any particular shiva home are balanced by donations received. If donations exceed expenses the balance is 

retained in the fund to be used to assist other families.

SISTERHOOD MITZVAH FUND
Donations to the Mitzvah Fund supplement the Sisterhood’s annual budget and support a wide range of Synagogue physical and financial needs.  
Donations to this Fund are also used to provide shiva meals, welcome packages and new baby gifts to our members.

TORAH FUND

Donations to the Torah Fund are used to supplement the annual budget allocation for the repair and maintenance of the Synagogue’s Torah scrolls.

GREAT NECK SYNAGOGUE COMMITTEES

The following is a list of committees at Great Neck Synagogue. We value your participation 

and invite you to call the synagogue office to become more involved.

Adult Education

Bikur Cholim

Chevra Kadisha

Couples Club

Membership

Men’s Club

Public Relations

Sisterhood 

SCOPE

Shiva Chesed

Ushers

Women’s Tefilah
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Great Neck Synagogue
26 Old Mill Road
Great Neck, NY 11023

516.487.6100

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED
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(Have you been avoiding the dentist ?) 
 

Call to make an appointment today! 
Dental massaging chairs in every examination room 

Watch your favorite shows or movies during checkups or treatments. 

Waterlase Laser used to maximize comfort. 

Specializing in Family Dentistry and Prosthodontics 

  Certified Invisalign Provider 

 
Special offer! 

FREE TAKE HOME WHITENING KIT  

for first time patients! 

 


